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.... Editorial _ _"""
Sad or glad as it may be, this is my last editorial. Looking
over the previous years' issues of SKYSAILOR, it makes me
feel honoured to have played a part in our magazine, which is
a great one because so many people have put so much into it. I
would first of all like to extend my sincere thanks to everyone
who has bothered to contribute (even hate letters) . Special
thanks are due to Chris South and Adam Hunt who have
continued to playa major part in SKYSAILOR , even thou gh
they served a year previously. These two and Shane
Colledge, Kevin Gleeson and Rolf Muller have selflessly
supplied houses and labour for the monthly paste-up sessions,
and for this they deserve thanks from us all.
I guess I should introduce you all to our new editor, but I won't
because nothing's certain until the great gaggle convenes at the
end of July. Anyway, it looks like SKYSAILOR will be in
experienced hands by the time you read this. Let's make like
easy for her (or him) by contributing in great abundance, and
may our new Editor have a long and iIIustrious standing.
Hang Glider pilots enjoy being part of a unique community
which has many similarities to the community proper. We
have government, (H.G.F.A. and State associations) and many
different sub-cultures within our society. The difference with
us is that, being such a small community, it's more personal,
and we are lucky to have an involved government, and most of
all, our common bond of free flight. Kind of brings a tear to
your eye, doesn't it?

Having been a member of our "Federal Parliament", I have
learnt that what I used to refer to as the H .G.F.A. is really
~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...., just a bunch of guys trying to do what's best for us all. There is
a small minority of scumbags in our community whose smallmindedness is a discredit to us all, but if we all take an active
part in Hang Gliding we can continue to improve our lot.
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The goals to be achieved in the future are laid out.
Developments like aero-towing have significantly increased
the number of flyable areas, and constant negotiations with
the D.O.A. will one day see us gain legal access to the H.G.
deserts that surround airports, towns and prevail up high.
Australian gliders are evolving at a world-class rate, and one
day we will fly gliders made of Australian materials . Pretty
futuristic stuff, eh?
Well that's it for me for now, although you might see my
signature under an occasional bit of questionable literature in
the future. Until then, have fun, get high and goodbye.

YOUR LIFE!
(,~ .~
THREE CHOICES c'lritl /. )
J

.

,J

Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1)

BULLET AUSTRALIAN MADE

$425

2) PRO LITE American Made

$420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H / G Agents .
The Prolite is sold by 5kysoaring Industries.
The Paralogic is sold by Aerial Technics/ Moyes .
50 you have a choice. But hovv to choose?
Price? (They are all vvithin $30 in price).
Performance? 5ize? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally vve vvould like you to buy our Parachute , not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value .

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and vvorkmanship .
Has a published rate of descent for a given load.
Is backed by a company vvith 20 years of Parachute knovvledge .
Produced to A51822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials.
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics .
Uses the latest materials to reduce vveight and bulk.
Weighs only 3 lb.
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use .
Free ovvners manual.

50 vvhen you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name .
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.

==-== - PARA

C HUTE S

-

AUSTRAL r r

c

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
55 PHILPOTT ST, MARRICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
TEL: (02) 519 1333 TLX: 72658 PARAUS
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"Hi"!
James Nathaniel here, hope
you've all enjoyed my sketches so far, but
now I have a word of warning for you all.
"DON'T FLY TOO CLOSE TO
SQUALLS".

thrown around like a bit of rubbish.
Vario still screaming I let go of the
control bar to return to the correct flying
speed, then holding the bar in the
normal flying position, I tried to
maintain a steady flight pattern.

To gain flight again but nothing. So i
tried again, but this time by pulling th
bar in, to gain enough flying speed to pull
out of whatever was happening.

I now had started flying again but was
still sinking rapidly, praying to see land
"WOW"! A loop or what felt like one, soon and not water (the storm may have
now instead of being misty grey darkness returned to sea).
it was pure white, as white as snownothing. Not a sound nor feeling only Then SUDDENLY! I could make out
moist air and worst of all no sight objects through the mist, LAND at long
whatsoever, only the vario screaming, last, it was trees. Quickly hopping out of
pegged out up continually. Still being prone, because the trees were very close,
thrown around as if in a washing like 50 ft. or so. Then SUCK back up
machine. I tried to keep the vario on a again. Now with tears to my eyes, I
Being my second flight in my new Gm, I
steady reading and my wings on what I hopped back into prone and pulled even
was eager to fly. Taking off around 3.00,
thought was level. I had G's pulling and harder on the bar, as I wasn't about to go
with my Vario and Altimeter fitted as
pushing me from all directions, then through all this again. Then 4 or 5
always. Once flying I gained height
quickly to around 800-900 ft . ASL.
nothing again . Now planning on minutes later out again. With at least
Soaring between the point and the
throwing my chute out, which I talked 1,000 ft . clearance, paddocks
northern gully. A few pilots had flown
myself out of, reading stories about everywhere, I had to think for a while
towards Carie but were returning due to
parachutists being frozen alive. Making to get my bearings of my whereabouts.
the wind dying again. Myself and
sure I used it as a last resort, just in case
another 3 pilots maintained our height
something was to snap.
Rubbing my eyes I realised I was above
due to a bit of cloud suck from a massive
the Stanwell turn off, from the highway,
squall moving in quickly above us. We
Clearing my mind taking a couple of deep Helensburgh. I picked out my landing
all (3 pilots and I) decided to use this lift
breaths and trying to relax. I was now area, banked steep, so pleased to see
to fly down south. Being greedy for more
continually spinning right, (from the G's earth. "LANDED", kissed the ground
height I made one more pass then
being forced upon me I could tell I was and walked around for a while, thinking
headed south for Mitchells, but this was
being spun) I tried on several occasions to of how pleased I was to be alive.
the worst mistake I could have every , go in the opposite direction, but I was
made in my life.
unable to do so, no matter what I tried. I'll still never give up flying but I'll be a
Vario still jumping, screaming, pegged lot more wiser. I hope someone will have
Now at 1500 ft. and directly above the
out up and down, but mainly up more then learnt from my experience, because if
bottom landing area rising fast, I let my
down. I eventually gave up and relaxed anyone could have spent that horrifying
VB off and pulled the bar to my knees,
again, to try and just ride it out.
hour with, they too, would never take
but was only maintaining level flight. I
the chance I did. I know now, there were
My hands now white from coldness, I plenty of things I could have done to
wasn't losing height. Now entering the
glanced at the altimeter, 8,000 ft. ASL avoid what happened. But most of all, I
base of the cloud, I pulled the bar to my
and still rising fast towards 9,000 I shouldn't have played with the squall
knees again, but still nothing. Turning
towards the sea and still pulling in, the
PANICKED again, and pulled the bar in in the first place.
Vario screaming, pegged out up, and still
as hard as possible, putting up with the
nothing. Totally blinded now, I banked
severe turbulence. Then suddenly, Good luck all, catch you all later.
hard right (to try slipping side-ways),
DOWN, flat out, nose first. I watched
the altimeter needle going down fast.
only to continue up. From spinning I was
Too fast. Trying to push out on the bar.
getting vertigo and scared from being

It was Saturday, 19th, May '87. A day of
light winds upon Stan well Park, with a
few squalls coming in from the sea to
Wollongong by-passing us all morning.
So myself and another 15 or so pilots sat
around waiting, as usual, for the wind to
increase. By 2.30 - 3.oop.m. it had picked
up E-NE. 10-15 knots.
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"NEW" 12 Volt Ni-cad Charger for the car
Charge your AM or UHF-FM batteries directly from your car's cig. lighter socket. Safe for continuous u se.
Full charge for flat batteries in 15 hrs. $58.00 (inc!. P&P)

"NEW" 12 Volt Gel-cell Charger for the car
Charge your 12-volt gel-cell battery directly from the car's cig. lighter socket. Full charge in 12 hours. (Let
me know your battery size when ordering). Safe for continuous use. $63.00 (inc!. P&P)

"TOW GEAR"
DC TOW LOAD - Towing Tension Meter - With safety over-tension warning buzzer
$162.00 (inc!. P&P) *Bridles - $31.50 (inc!. P&P) *Weak link twine - $8.00/ro11 (inc!. P&P)
* 5mm Tow Rope in rolls of 250m (800') - $30.00/ro11 (freight extra - p.o. a.)

"AT LAST"

(Q)llQ IE&CGjILIE IEW;§) - flight glasses

UV and Blue filtered for enhanced vision in the air, while providing protection from the harmful UV rays.
See article in "Hang Gliding" - Aug 1986. Special safety frames selected for strength and protection. Wraparound frame reduces "wind-in-the-eyes" CR 39 lenses for strength and shatter-proof properties. Plain
optical lenses - $96.00 (inc!. P&P) Prescription lenses - P.O.A.
(All work done by registered, approved and certified optical dispenser). Dealer enquiries welcomed.

"COMING SOON"
Mike Borgelt's variometers, altimeters, speed commands and gliding/navigation computers are sold and
used world-wide by glider pilots. They are "state-of-the-art" precision instruments. Up till now, they have
been used by only a few hang glider pilots (nav. computer excluded), because oftheir size, weight and power
consumption. Now Mike and I have collaberated on an instrument pack which will best suit hang glider
pilots. We are still working on and testing the first prototypes. They will contain all the functions found in
the "better" hang gliding instrument packs.
- Air Speed Indicator (Digital)
- Total Energy Variometer (Digital or Analogue Meter)
- 10 feet increment Altimeter (Digital and fully compensated)
- Variable Pitch (and pulse-rate: up only) audio.
In addition, they will be switchable to :
-Netto variometer (displays the rate of rise or fall ofthe air through which you are flying).
- 30 sec. averager (displays your 30 sec Average rate of climb or descent).
- Speed command (an audio signal which is used when gliding between thermals. It indicates
whether you are flying at your correct (as selected) McReady speed, or whether you should speed up, slow
down, or start turning as you encounter different air movements).
Only a limited number of instrument packs will be available before the end of October 1987. They will be
first-run prototypes and may be slightly different (and not as "fmished" as the eventual production-run
models). In addition, they will be at least $80 cheaper. I will be accepting deposits of$100 per unit on a firstcome first-supplied basis for both prototypes and production models. Deposits will be fully refunded if supply
is ilOt made by 1st Nov. 1987 (prototypes) or 15th Dec. 1987 (production-run models). Full costing has yet to be
completed but Mike has guaranteed that for units sold in 1987, prototypes will not exceed $900 and production
models will not exceed $980.

TOW CLASSES:
Weekend tow classes will be held on 29th & 30th August, 19th & 20th Sept and 10th & 11th Oct 1987, subject to
bookings in advance. Camp on site. $90.00 per student. Group bookings (4-6) discour.ted.

Denis Cummings
"Phoenix Park"
Dights Crossing, SINGLETON 2330
PH. (065) 72 4747
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THE LA TEST NONDEVELOPMENTS
by Kieran Tapsell
HGFA NAPAC Rep.
Our editor's recent reference to an
airspace problem at Stan well Park with
an Airforce jet has reminded me that it is
time to give everyone some idea of what
is or isn't happening in airspace.
The National Airspace Advisory Council
(NAPAC) was set up in 1983 in an
attempt to involve the whole industry in
making decisions about airspace
allocation, and to allow the various
airspace users to discuss any problems
which may arise from their particular
operations. Previously when a proposal
regarding airspace has been put to the
Departme nt, it was sent out to the
various groups who might be affected by
it and they were asked to make
comments .
Often these comments
revealed a surprising lack of knowledge
of what was being proposed. NAP AC
has been quite successful in allowing
these various groups to get together to
discuss areas of possible conflict.
A further NAPAC project was to examine
a proposed reorganisation of airspace
along the lines of the current Canadian
system.
Without boring you with
details, the idea was to reduce the
number of airspace categories from the
present 10 to 7. These categories involve
total control of all movements in
particular sections of airspace right
down to no control at all- and the various
degrees in between.
Whether the
proposed new system will simplify the
present labyrinth is a matter for
argument. In any event, after several
meetings, NAPAC in September 1986
informed the Department that all the
individual members agreed that the
proposed model was feasible but they
wanted a cost benefit analysis done.
Nothing apparently has been done on
this since.
It is very hard to know exactly how much
hang gliding will be affected by the
proposed model because all the
discussion has been about general
categories rather than who should or
should not go into that category of
airspace and under what conditions. It is
the fine print which will be important.
As all of this is travelling at a veritable
snails pace, I can only keep you informed
as and when things happen.
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AIRSPACE
One of the important advantages of the
meetings of the national advisory body
in Canberra (NAPAC) and the regional
advisory bodies in each State (RAP ACs)
is that other airspace users have come to
appreciate what hang gliding is all
about and vice versa. It is important
that hang glider pilots also appreciate
what other forms of air travel are all
about as well, and to appreciate their
problems and requirements.
I was a little concerned about the tone of
the June editorial about an incident that
apparently occurred at Stan well Park
with an Airforce jet. I was not there, and
did not see what happened. But in
future, it would be far preferable if
witnesses to any such incident should
commit what they saw to writing and
presented it to me or to the local RAP AC
representative on each State executive. I
do not of course know what our editor
said to the Airforce man, but if it was
anything like the views that he
expressed about them in general, I am not
at all surprised that he got the response
that he did. The response of the
Department of Aviation was not
unexpected. They do not have any
control over the Armed Services.
One of the main tasks of the
representatives of all leisure based
aircraft has been to convince commercial
operations, the Department of Aviation
and the Airforce that the sky is big
enough to be shared by all that total
controlled separation of aircraft in all
circumstances is unnecessary and that the
see and be seen rule can operate most
effectively.
The problem is that it is very difficult
for me to argue with other air space users
that we should be able to fly up to 20,000
ft. outside controlled airspace while at
the same time asking them to keep away
from Stanwell Park - or anywhere else
for that matter. One of the arguments
that got us the 5,000 ft. in the first place
was that we were able to demonstrate
that hang gliders and other aircraft
have been able to operate quite
successfully along the Illawarra
escarpment for over 10 years with barely
an incident. This is an area of high
aircraft activity being a turning point for

Bankstown. If we want concessions above
5,000 ft. the last thing we should do is to
try and restrict any aircraft from using
popular hang gliding areas. That is not
to say that incidents which may occur
should not be reported. But before they
are reported it would be far preferable if
it were all documented properly so that a
proper case can be presented to the
authorities concerned.
You will probably find that most Navy
or Air Force pilots or even light aircraft
pilots for that matter would not
appreciate the potentially disastrous
effects that wake can have on hang
gliders . The best solution to that
problem is one of education, and that can
best be done by presenting a report on the
matter sensibly and without personal
abuse. This has always worked quite
well in the past. It has generally
worked well in other areas where the
Armed Services operate - in fact in many
cases they have been much more
understanding and flexible than the
civilian authorities.
Finally I must repeat how important it is
that each State send a representative
along to each RAP AC meeting, as
inconvenient and as boring these might
become. It is usually too late to complain
about some proposed action affecting our
interests if our representatives have not
bothered to turn up to meetings where it
is discussed.
EDITOR'S NOTE

It is good of Kieran to
keep us informed,and he
is right when he says that
total seperation of all
aircraft is unnecessary.
It is,however,wrong to
say that the see and be
seen rule can operate
most effectively. It works
to some extent with slow
aircraft, but jets and
planes flying under
instrument navigation
are another matter
p.s. I was very polite
to the Airforce man
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~~Safety

Digest_ _~

from the National Safety Director
Radio-Controlled Sailplanes
On Sunday, 10th May 1987, British pilot Ron Steadman was
killed while ridge soaring at Devil's Dyke, in Sussex,
England. What makes this accident especially worthy of note
is that it was caused by a radio-controlled sailplane colliding
with and severing the side-wire of the glider. With only
about 100ft above the ridge, the parachute was unable to
inflate before impact.

Date:
Place:

I suppose that it was only a matter of time before something
like this happened somewhere in the world. Here in
Australia I know of a number of sites where hang glider pilots
and radio-controlled sailplanes share the same air and there
would be very few of these where collisions are uncommon. At
my own local site, Long Reef, I am one of the few regular pilots
who is yet to collide with a radio-controlled sailplane. The
history of "the Reef' is littered with pieces of mashed models
and I'm sure that is pure luck that only one person so far has
been injured, and then only slightly. And, of course, we 'Long
Reefers' also have the added task of occasionally dodging a
sliced offering from the adjacent golf course.

"The accident happened on my landing
approach. I encountered rotor behind a small
spur and lost height so quickly that I couldn't
make the final turn into the wind. I think I
had kicked into hang, but was still
holding the base-bar when I reached the
ground. My arms were fully extended in an
attempt to flare and the right arm buckled as
my weight swung through the A-frame on
impact" .
Analysis:
When landing in an unfamiliar landing area
it is fairly easy to get sucked in, and end up
without enough height to land into the wind. Because of this,
it is wise to spend a lot of time checking a prospective landing
area very carefully from the ground, and getting as much local
advice as possible.

But while it is clear that radio controlled sailplanes represent
a significant hazard at certain sites, the problem of what to
do about it is not at all clear cut. 'RC.' pilots are not well
organised as an aviation group and most are not represented by
any form of association. This makes any form of official
contact very difficult and I suspect that the only means
available to us is on a pilot-to-pilot basis at each site.
In my experience at Long Reef, most of the problems are caused
by a lack of understanding on either or both sides. Often the
'RC.' pilots are blissfully unaware that they are causing a
problem. Remember that the RC Pilot has his eyes fixed
firmly on his model and can easily develop 'tunnel vision' so
that even close approaches by other aircraft often go
unnoticed.
Luckily, most 'RC' pilots are very receptive if approached in
the right manner, and this should always be the first course of
action where a problem exists. If the errant aero-modeller
refuses to co-operate and continues to fly in a dangerous
manner, he should be reminded of the provisions of the Air
Navigation Regulations concerning dangerous flying, and of
their liability for any damage or injury caused by his aircraft.
And finally - please report any collisions.
Accident Reports:
The other day I received a whole swag of accident reports
from Q.H.C.A.'s Safety Director, Neil Schaeffer.
Unfortunately I haven't had the time, since they arrived, to
go through all the reports, so none of them appear below, but I
will attempt to have something together for nexth month's
issue. The following accident report reached me a little
earlier.

Would you buy a used Editor
from this car ?
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Pilot :
Injuries:
Conditions:
Sequence
of Events:

7.6.87
Bonny Hills (near Port Macquarie, NSW).
Small coastal ridge.
PR3, 50 hrs experience. No previous
experience at site.
Fracture and dislocation of right elbow.
Light, gusty S-SW 10km/hr.

But a down-wind landing doesn't have to be a disaster, it is
possible to avoid or minimise your injuries provided that you
recognise the situation early enough and act calmly. The most
important thing is to keep enough airspeed in reserve to make
a strong flare. Hold the A-frame uprights as high as you can
and push !!l? rather than out. This should virtually stop the
glider relative to the air, but you will still be moving across
the ground, so if you can, you will have to run until the glider
settles on your shoulders. If you can't run fast enough, you will
have to fall over and not hold on to the uprights, or try to hold
onto just one so that you swing around it.
That's all for now, please don't crash.
Christophe

micro-processor controlled

VARIO ALTIMETER
TEMPERATURE
BARCMEI'RIC PRESSURE
S'roFWATCH TIMER
MAX . ALTITUDE MEMORY
SWITCHING DISPLAY ALTITUDE-TIMER
QNE, QNH ADJUST
FULLY TEMP.& PRESSURE COMPENSATED
LOW BATTERY WARNING
100 HR BATTERY LIFE
HEIGHT ABOVE / BELOW LAUNCH
*TOTAL ENERGY COMPENSATION OPTIONAL*
ALSO AVAILABLE . . .... .... . .. .
*ME1VDMAST BAROGRAPH & PRINTER TO SUIT ABOVE
*VAC-90 VOX UNITS (GRF~T FOR 'roWING)

'!r-.

~,'

.~y~

COMING SOON FROM MASTAIR .... .. ... . .
*AUDIO ALTIMETER
*NO FRILLS VARIO/ALTIMETER
*DIGITAL VARIO
SOLE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR: MARK FISHER P.O.BOX 820
LISMORE NSW 2480
ph .066 243111
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Pearl Beach from over rilt . Ettalong

AIRSPACE
1, Ducros St., Petersham, NSW 2049.

(02) 5608773

SEA BREEZES AND SPRING THERMALS
are not far off now so start checking out your flying gear II

AIRSPACE PODS $420

quality at an excellent price
, Stainless steel shackles, not string, for stirrup adjustment . 'lipped carry bag with adjustable
shoulder straps. 'Large camera pocket, parachute container and ballast bag.
, lipped spine bag 'Rainbow webbing 'Tow loops fitted standard 'adjustable boot battens
for a more streamlined shape .• Full range of colours, including split colour options.
, Three week delivery, or choose from our stock pods • MANY EXTRA OPTIONS.

THERMAL SUNGLASSES $96
Orange CR 39 non-scratch lenses, better cloud definition, simulates eagles' eyes, used by many
top sailplane pilots, wrap around frames to cut out wind, You gotta have a pair,!!
UPRIGHT MATERIAL - BUY A LENGTH AND MAKE YOUR OWN OR MADE TO ORDER FOR $30 EACH
GLIDERS:

FOIL 160 B -Compo L/Es, airfoils, ex, cond" gold & I. blue U/ S
$21 DO
VISION3 170 -asnew,veryliffleairtime, pinkL/E,greyU/S
$1900
plus Gyro 2s and Mars' - any test flight - fly before you buy,
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of Hang eliding and
Ancient Land Rovers
I

(THE FURTHER MISADVENTURES OF
BRETT AND STICK)
by Brett Tooker
steered the truck into the drive on a
nauseatingly hot February afternoon.
Dean was wrestling with a big blue
Falcon station-wagon shark. It had him
pinned to the ground.
"I don't believe it Stick, you actually
swapped that flexed-out Monaro flag
ship for this big fish?"

His head appeared, "Yep".
"It's preposterous!"
"That steam shovel truck of yours is
what's proposterous", he retorted,
sliding back under amid a welter of
greasy sweat.
"By the way, can I use your old Falcon for
parts?"
I'd just finished restoring an old Land
Rover for this year's safari. What a job.
With Dean wheeling around myoId
Falcon like a hungry buzzard, it was a
race to get it going before he moved in for
the kill.
The release of the Land Rover in the late
40's must surely have driven the final
nail into the coffin of the crumbling
British Empire. The most cursed piece of
human contrivance ever to lumber over
the continents. How they ever attained
legendary status is as great a mystery to
me as their workings.
These aluminium clad cast-iron dangers
must have been relics when new. Their
suspension is like riding on a hair trigger
jack-in-the-box. And luxurious? Mine
came complete with wheels, an engine,
headlights, and deluxe "Warmaride"
heater, and a cigar lighter consisting of 2
sticks to be rubbed vigorously together. A
high standard of standardness. With the
grace of a clapped out freighter, the
styling of formed concrete, and the drag
co-efficient of a house brick, it becomes
necessary to tack when driving into a
headwind.
Clearly, to own a Land Rover, you have
to be either poor, a fool, or an eccentric.
We were taking separate vehicles on

this year's trip, as Dean was continuing It lurched to a halt amid a flurry of flies
onto Perth. Brad and Sue were riding and dust.
with Dean, and Ron (a visiting Canadian
friend of Brad's) was riding with me. He "Err ..... Stick?"
was going to see some of Australia's
finest scenery first hand. "I wanna see a Dean poked his feral head out of the
goddam Aussie snake".
window. "Yeah, a few minor mishaps.
Got stuck in 2nd gear at Nowra and lost
We were into our second day. We'd lost the sump plug at Captain's Flat".
track of Dean and Co. and it was getting
dark, driving through an alpine With a bender on the agenda, they
wilderness looking for a hiker's hut in booked into a tacky van and hit the pub.
which to stay, 1 smelt something burning
and looked down to see sparks firing out I shared another mediocre fly with Dean
of the gearbox tunnel. We skidded to a the following day while Hans put us
halt and peered disgustingly into the both to shame clocking up SOkrns.
stoney silence. A dozen metres or so away
was the hut!
Ron cooked us up a sumptuous repast and
we all settled back into the clammy
To this day, 1 still don't know what vinyl and laminex with a bottle of black
caused the sparks. What's more, 1 don't label sour mash. That night bushfires
want to know.
precipitated by 1S0 lightning strikes,
crackled over the Buffalo massif.
We reached Buffalo under a descending
dusk and a mantle of stars. We met a The next few days provided some
Swiss hang-glider pilot at the pub that excellent flying. All of us making some
night. Hans was over for a few months, good cross country runs. I shot some great
living out of a beat-up Renault and flying aerial footage as well.
an old Comet he'd hired from the Moyes
factory.
Brad, Ron and Sue took Dean's Falcon
south to Phillip Island and would meet
Both of us had mediocre flies the nex t us at Johanna in a few days time.
day, bombing out after a short stint above
the mountain . Dean and Co. had still to Dean and I boarded the truck and cast
arrive. Ron and 1 were sipping tea under off. Humid north east winds took us
the cool afternoon shade of a maple tree south through thick steamy air and
by our van when the silence was feverish heat. The mingling scent of
shattered by the arrival of the 'shark'. eucalyptus forests and engine fumes
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front cliffs and quickly worked my way
up to around 2000' where on the first day,
cloud put the lid on me. I could see the
new take-off ramp the Hobart guys had
put up on top. I landed back at the Neck.
The second day was by far the best. No
cloud at all. I launched from the same
place while my brother Sean walked out
to the Tasman Arch, the Devil's Kitchen
and Waterfall Bay, now 3,000 feet
below.
The view was beyond
superalatives. I could see many of the
major peaks in the South West
wilderness (l envy you, Ian) and much of
the south eastern sector of the state. I
radioed to Sean then and flew the 14kms
south to the "Lanterns" and trucked west
to the white sand beach of Fortesque
Bay. By now the nor-easter was sluicing
through the heads at 40 knots and made
rilt. Franklin, Tas.
for a rough decent and landing to the
provided a pungent narcotic cocktail to Land Rover graveyard. And there! The amazement of a handful of weekend
jolly us along.
truck! Half sunken into a fetid, misty campers.
swamp.
I met up with Ron on the north east coast
We coasted into Johanna on a hot norwester, made camp and prayed hard for Read on! The truck had a flat battery on at St. Helens. It was a warm humid arvo
a cold change to get he cliffs working. arrival and had to be pushed off the and conditions were ripe for a fly at Mt.
Brad, Ron and Sue arrived the following boa\. A half day re-wiring and we were Barrow. We camped in a cool forest by
arvo. We had all pitched our respective off, t topping in at Dave Allan's to catch some old gold mine shafts and dined on
tents. Brad and Sue had an alpine igloo, up 011 the past year's news. Dave rounded Ron's campfire cuisine (he's a chef). We
mine a 2 man ridge pole, but Ron's was a up a lauple of students, Nick and Angus slept under the stars and the mosquitoes
scream - the solo camper's lament - dark and h,'aded down to Gaffs Hill for a dined on us.
grey, scrappy little one man affair we pleasant arvos' soaring.
A quick breakfast of high-tech. sausages
christened "The Coffin" and rubbished it
all night at the Apollo Bay Hotel while Ron and I split up for a few days which I and we hit the long dusty drive to
outside a south west change proceeded to spent down on the magnificent Tasman Barrow along a labyrinth of endless
dump the atways annual rainfall Peninsula renewing a few acquaintanceE forestry tracks. They're as numerous as
overnight.
and doing lly best to avoid the countlesE termite trails down here and just as
destructive. We took a 4 W.D. short-cut
snakes.
that shaved 30kms off and added 30
Back at camp, our headlights beamed
onto a swathe of devestation. Brad's I have since l ~en back down to Tasmania minutes to the drive. And the Rover
igloo was flattened, mine was blown up and was luuy enough to fluke two snacked heartily on its belly of fuel.
into a sheltering pine, sleeping bag and
all - but there in the gloom, grimly
clutching at the moist earth against the
tempest was Ron 's "co ffin " - what a
miserable little tent. Rest in peace, Ron.
After my worst night's sleep (courtesy of
the truck) since last year's "Empress"
crossing, the day dawned grey and
dismal with a howling nor-wester. We
decided ~o cut our losses and depart for
our respective destinations. Ron decided
to see Tasmania with me and would meet
up with the others in Adelaide. We
made for Melbourne to board the new
"Abel Tasman". Yes, the seedy old
"Empress of Australia" had finally been
taken out of service, probably sent off to
some Japanese scrap yard to be recycled
into an armada of Toyota 4 x 4's for
export back to Australia. The crossing
had all the excitement of a C.W.A. scone
bake-off, but we slept soundly.
I
dreamed I was on an elephant safari in
Africa and stumbled upon the legendary
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flights on the i 'eninsula at the amazing
Eagle Hawk Ne"k (see March 1986 issue
"Southern Cr05sing").
Stack three
Stanwell's on top of each other and you
begin to get an ic.ea of the size of this
coastal sight. And it's soarable for over
15kms. Both days w 're bright and sunny
(rare) with an evt. rarer brisk noreaster. I launched fro. some small beach

\

Cloud cover was around 60% with a base
about 7,000 ft. ASL and no wind. Dean
flew here last year under identical
conditions. We set up on the same craggy
peak we called a take-off.
Ron ducked as I launched. At about 1,000
ft. below, I struck lift and glided to base
amongst silky smooth air. Circling over
sun-drenched columns of dolerite was as
grand a sight as I've every seen.
I flew across to Mt. Arthur and back with
the sunlight shafting down through the
cloud rents, like in some great cathedral.
A pair of wedge-tails cast steely eyed
glances as they wheeled past while far
below Ron wrestled the truck down the
mountain. I landed nearby in a turnip
field and packed up and made Dave's for
dinner.
For 12 months Dave had been urging me
to try an unflown but potentially
spectacular site on the central north Gt.

Bakers Beach,Tas.
Western Tiers. The takeoff is a 2km hike , "A #@$&*+@#!! snake!"
from the Lake Highway over an
extremely exposed alpine saddle, part of We reached escarpment edge and set up
an escarpment that extends for over 100 behind a reasonably sheer drop. Cycles
kms 2,500 ft. below flows the Meander were gusting at up to 20 knots out of the
River.
yawning valley. The place was booming.
I attached the camera gear and waited
We parked the truck just off the 10 minutes for a lull. It was a horror
highway (a gravel road incidentally) takeoff. The rest is history . The
and set off; me with the glider and Ron
carrying the harness and camera gear.
"Do you reckon we'll see any snakes
Brett? Ron inquired eagerly. "Snakes?
Haven't you seen an Aussie snake yet?" I
asked in disbelief. "Nope". "Ron", I
said, "if we don't see a snake on this
walk, I'll complain on your behalf to the
Tasmanian Government Tourist Bureau.
This is an outrage!"

smoothest inland glide I've ever had.
Not even a bump. I landed at Jackey's
Marsh, enormously disappointed. The
convection must have reached a crescendo
then OD'ed and shut down as it does up
to several times a day down here. My
timing, once again, was impeccable. I
jogged 10kms past numerous hippy
dwellings, finally begging a lift into the
township of Meander, where Ron picked
me up a half hour later. His face was
beaming.

After 20 minutes stumbing over a button
grass studded swamp, we reached the
dry of the saddle. I stood still for a
moment balancing the glider on my
aching shoulders and feeling the wind.
All of a sudden, a big copper-head poked
its head out of a bush and slithered
straight toward me.
"This isn't
happening", I thought in panic "Ron
quick!" I couldn't run with the glider nor
could I drop it. I simply froze as it
crawled right by my feet. Ron came
bumbling up behind and it scattered into
the heath.

We both cracked up laughing and made
camp by the river.

"Yeah Brett, what's up?"

"Hey Brett, I saw a f-------g snake on the
walk' back!"
"You beauty, how close were you?"
"Close? I nearly trod on the sucker!"

I dropped Ron off back in Melbourne with
many thanks for his help and company.
I mashed the jagged gears and the truck
lunged tortureously forward into a
ferocious Victorian northerly, tacking all
the way, as it were.
After a week back in Sydney, the gearbox
gave its last crunch and died. When two
Land Rovers pass on a street, the drivers
exchange a wave. Yes. Now I know. The
bastards all feel sorry for each other.
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concrete
THE WORLD'S FIRST CONCRETE HANG GLIDER
By Phil Ma thewson
If you missed the Sydney Morning Herald, page 3 on Thurs

May 28th last month, you missed the report of another great
Hang Gliding First for Australia.
Although the concrete hang glider "Icarus" was only destined
to fly half a dozen times off a 40' sand dune at Boat Harbour
4WD Recreation Park on Kurnell peninsula in Sydney, it
demonstrated the amazing strength and flexible qualities of
concrete.
The first I heard about the idea was when Rob Wheem,
associate professor of Civil Engineering at Sydney Uni.,
phoned me up and asked if I knew anyone who would fly a
concrete hang glider for him! After my initial amazement (I
actually thought someone was playing a joke) and after Rob
had convinced me that there was half a chance it would be
structurally sound, I decided that I didn't have the heart to
let anyone else fly it so I said I would attempt it. Rob's
insistence that I shouldn't fly "Icarus" more than a couple of
feet off the ground gave me confidence but prompted some
concern over its structural integrity.
Anyway, the Wednesday morning, a bleak, overcast and
drizzly south-westerly, saw about ten of us at the dunes
assembling this concrete glider. After seeing the concrete sail
and the concrete bars my apprehension was moderated by
stories of Rob's past successes with concrete canoes, with the
obvious care and thought that had gone into the building of
the sail and frame and the fact that the control bar was off an
old Moyes Mega 1 or 2. At least there was something I could
relate to on the glider !!
The actual design was a standard Rogallo 80° nose (frame)
angle, 90° sail angle, no battens, 14.5' leading edges, 14.5' keel,
160 sq ft flapping sail (yes, even concrete sails flap) and just
as a concession to modern technology, a king post. The very
look of it invoked memories of my first years of hang gliding
with Bill and Steve Moyes, Carl Harris and Clive Gilmour
throwing unsuspecting students for their first flight off the top
of the 50' NE dune at Kurnell and having to fix 7 of the 8
training gliders on the Mon. morning. (and that was after a
good weekend!) It also reminded me of the story of Kev
Duncan (father of Rick, Russell and Shane) who went inverted
at about 600' after a rope break while being towed up behind a
speedboat on Lake Macquarie, near Newcastle. The problem
was that hang gliders didn't have kingposts and top wires in
those days, but showing the customary Duncan quickwittedness he spreadeagled his arms and legs and, with the
glider folding up around him, he slowed his descent rate
enough to survive the impact with the water. In fact it was
after this incident (and after they'd pumped the water out of
him) that Kev decided to have a kingpost and top wires on his
gliders. Thus Kev Duncan invented the kingpost (or so the
story goes).
L
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But I digress. The sail of Icarus was made from fibreglass
mesh (like fly screen material) with a 0.6mm layer of concrete
on top. The sail concrete was made from cement, fly ash and
plasticiser and, after it had set, was able to be rolled onto a 6"
plastic tube for transport. After six flights it experienced some
delamination problems as can be seen in the photo. The LIEs
and X-bars were made from "Siporex" expanded concrete 40mm
x 35mm square(ish) section with thin steel rods along each
edge and a single wrap of fibreglass around the whole bar.
This proved to be adequately strong with minimal LIE tip
flex. An interesting point is that the expanded concrete is half
the density of water and thus floats in water!! The sail was
attached to the LIEs and keel with velcro (how did mankind
ever survive without velcro?) and the wires were
approx.1/16" stainless steel, swaged. The glider weighed
approx 701bs and the balance, although a little tail heavy,
was OK.
The CGlhang point was a guess and after a few runs we figured
that hanging from the top of the control bar was good enough
(and also strong enough to support me). I decided it was time
to fly. I walked half way up the sand dune and waited for a
stronger 10 knot gust as I suspected that its stall speed would
be high. My other worry was that it wouldn't respond in roll
or worse that it wouldn't respond in pitch but both were to be
unfounded. I galloped down the dune, eased out the bar and
glided 6' off the ground down to the bottom. I flared and it
landed perfectly.
Rob was ecstatic and beamed as he ran up and shook my hand.
I was very pleased that it flew and handled so well so we had
another few flies from the top of the dune for the benefit of
the reporter from the Herald and the ABC cameraman.
Apparently it will be filmed on the "Discovery" programme
just before Xmas.
Rob designed and built "Icarus" to show the versatility of
concrete and envisages future buildings J:aving thin, flexible
concrete roofs suspended marquee-style from central pillars .
I'd like to thank him for the opportunity to be part of another
of his successful concrete experiments and wish him good
fortune in the future. It takes a special person and special
dedication to not only conceive something new and innovative
but to design, build and successfully test the idea. I'd also like
to thank Mike Woolley for dobbing me in as the person most
likely to want to fly "Icarus" and for supplying the photos for
Skysailor.
As an addendum I'd like to say that "Icarus" was an illconceived name for the glider. "Icarus" the glider flew
perfectly - Icarus the mythological fared a lot worse. Perhaps
he should have used velcro for his feathers??

Dear Geoff,
As much as I hate to comment on anybody
else's work concerning hang gliding there
are a few things concerning the monthly
edition of "Skysailor" that worries me.
For the past 11 years I have been the
ground crew for my husband and many
others, at sites aU over Australia. In the
past 3 years I have taken on the job of
running and organising competitions. In
doing this job I have learnt (because of
my interest in the sport) as much as I can
about the theory of the sport. I have
also experienced the sport myself at
coastal sites.
In my years of standing around at sites (a
lot of the time I'm the only one there) I
have become totaUy involved in the
promotion of the sport. I have also tried
to make Hang Gliding sound exciting and
a safe sport which it is as long as aU
safety issues are respected. I hate to tell
you but there are still a lot of spectators
who believe that the pilot has no control
over the glider whatsoever and is merely
carried around where the glider wishes
to go. The major problem I have when
approaching sponsors for hang gliding
competitions is getting them to believe
that hang gliding is an up and coming
sport, and that most pilots who enter into
these competitions are totally committed
to this sport and they are intelligent and
know as much if not more as pilots flying
sailplanes, light planes etc.

There is also the problem of learners,
intermediate students who can afford to
buy the latest model gliders which are so
easy to fly and forgiving (which I think
everybody should learn to fly in). They
watch the guys who have been flying for
years and think that it all looks so easy
and find that after a certain amount of
time (not that long for some) they can
start to play around and do these things
too. I always like to comment at this
time that most pilots who have been
flying for 10 years or more had a lot of
flying hours before they even began to
think about doing wing overs, etc. And
also that it wasn't until the later model
gliders of faster speed came in that a lot
of these manoeuvres could be done with
complete safety.
I don't know if you realise or not but
Skysailor is read by not just hang glider
pilots. It is read by people intending to
become hang flider pilots and the
general public. And most important for
our competitions it is read by our
sponsors. There is one of our local major
sponsors who reads it nearly every time
it comes out.
So please be more careful in what you put
in it. There has been a lot of things that
have tempted me to write to you. There
are only two now that I would like to
mention. When I received June 1987
Skysailor I was depressed to see 'Help
me, Help me', on the front cover, for

reasons which I think I have already
covered so far in this letter.
Also in March 1987 page 18 you have put
a photo of somebody flying standing in
their A-frame with no harness (they
appeared not to be in their harness). If
you wish to put photos like this in
Skysailor please could you put an article
with it explaining that 'YES' it is of
great importance to learn to get up into
your A-frame expecially if flying over
water and all other pros and cons of how
to go about it.
Yes I do have a sense of humour but I'm
afraid some of our sponsors don't. And
the time is here that hang gliding
competitions and fun fly-ins are nearly
impossible to organise without sponsors
or a millionaire organising it.
It is great to see Neil Schafer, newly
appointed QLD Safety Director, putting
people in their place. I hope he'll keep
up the good work.

Best of luck with "Skysailor" in the
future.
Lyn Nash
Geoff,
Whilst waiting for my new hang glider
to arrive (yes I have finaUy made up my
mind, it will be a "Vision 3"), I have
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been going through all the back numbers
of the "Skysailor" which have brought
me to two subjects. The first one was the
articles called 'TIPS' written by
Christophe, the articles are very
infonnative. I just hope you can persuade
him to write more 'TIPS' articles for our
"Skysailor" .
The second subject is the new ratings.
Will we have the new ratings ready for
the new year. I feel it is time we bit the
bullet.
I' m ready to receive my
recreational rating at the start of the
new year. We cannot hope to get our
politicians to agree and in my opinion
neither can you get all pilots to agree on
the new ratings. So I ask you again bit
the bullet and announce the new ratings
are to start next year. Once you make the
an nouncement pilots will accept it
because it will have been settled once
and for all then we will all know where
we stand. Sure there will be grumbles but
we will get them whether or not the new
ratings come in or we stay in this
indecisive position we are in at present.
After re-reading the subject on the new
ratings they seem to be well thought out
and well balanced so let's go ahead with
them.
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Regards
Bill Thomeywork
EDITOR'S NOTE
By the time this is published the
Convention will have made a definite
decision regarding a new rating system.
If one has been accepted it will be
brought in slowly and we should all be
infonned next issue.
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Dear Geoff & Staff.
Hello! Well were do I start, firstly
thank you for your efforts (and others) in
June's "Skysailor". Being new to this
sport of flying I am hungry for written
material that is enjoyable to read and
after reading my first issue I am looking
forward to many more copies coming my
way. Having flown approx. 11 hours and
all of these at Stanwell I am very
impressed with the advice and
assistance senior pilots are only too
willing to give me. I have learnt quite a
lot in the last few months, even watching

other pilots rigging up and launching. I
am also happy to say I've only seen a few
turkeys in the air and sometimes meeting
the ground. One thing I've learnt is that
this sport requires more commonsense and
having a safety related attitude above
all. I quite often amaze people when
talking about how safe the sport really
is. And I am all for promotion of hang
gliding as a safe and very enjoyable
sport. I've also done some towing with
Chris Boyce and with this now becoming
more popular and accessible it might
encourage more people to take up flying.

Hopefully
with
the
World
Champion ships later in the year we
might get some good publicity, which
might reach people interested in the
sport. I am looking forward to doing more
flying and more involvement in the sport
including some sketching for your mag.
Keep up the good work, I hope my change
of address doesn't come too late . Fly
high, fly safe.
"May the peace of God be with you all"
Yours newly,
Brett Farrow
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We'll all be thankful it was recorded
later on.
Fly free, fly high.
Julius Makk
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How about sharing more of your
experiences? I'm sure it will provide
some inspiration to everyone. All you do
is pick up a pen and scratch out a few
lines to communicate some of those
magic ... or tragic moments.
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Dear Ed,
June issue had some good articles about
the real thing in this sport, which is
remember, people, flying and all the
enjoyable experiences that go with it. I
would like to read more of pilots' views
in this vein as there has been previously
memorable ones from many pilots; Ian
Jarman in the Himlayas', Paul Cleland
about the progress of Hang Gliding and
for example I would like to hear from
Mark Newland about his 300k record
breaker or from Steve Moyes about his
exploits overseas.
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P.S. Don't say you can't be bothered, it's
worth all the effort you can put into it!
P.P.S. Does anybody still read this mag?
P.P.P.S. Hello .... ?Hello ....?

Dear Geoff,
I am writing this letter because I am
getting very concerned about the
deteriorating safety situation at my
favourite flying site, Mt. B1ackheath. I
have never seen it so heavily used as it is
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at present, and I feel that this is a very
good thing. But it seems that very few
people currently flying the site know
terribly much about the site, and this is
causing them to take extraordinary risks
without even realising it. B1ackheath is
not Stan well, and it can be exremely
unforgiving of mistakes.
The main problem is that the takeoff
ramp is about thirty yards back from the
edge of an irregularly shaped cliff edge.
This means that it can be very difficult
to pick what the airflow is doing while
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standing on the ramp. In light winds,
this means that you have to be very
careful to ensure that you have an
undisturbed airflow to launch into. Rock
outcrops below the edge of the cliff to the
left and right of launch further
complicate matters, and even a small
degree of crosswind can cause big
problems. But the real danger appears
when the wind starts to pick up past
10mph. As the wind gets stronger, the
turbulence gets worse and worse and, at
about 15 mph, taking off safely is a
matter of luck. Because of this, nobody
should attempt to launch if the wind is
more than 15mph.
' A few weekends back, I arrived at
Blackheath to find quite a number of
pilots, some of them very experienced,
setting up in a wind of 20-25 mph. When
I tried to talk them out of flying because
of the obvious dangers, only a few pilots
had the brains to listen. The subsequent
launches were horrific, and not one pilot
got off the hill without a significant
degree of luck. On reflection, I feel that I
should have taken more determined
steps to stop these fools from launching,
but I have always been reluctant to take
a heavy handed approach. I don't
believe that you can make hang gliding
safe by making rules. Nevertheless, I
will in future be using my powers as a
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safety officer to direct people not to
launch at Blackheath in winds greater
than 15mph, and I suggest that other
safety officers using the site adopt the
same policy. My motives in taking such a
stance are purely selfish.
I like
Blackheath, and I would hate to see it
closed. Also, I have participated in more
cliff rescues than I care to recall and I
don't relish the prospect of once again
having to witness the pain and anguish
of a badly injured pilot, while waiting
helplessly at the bottom of a cliff for a
helicopter to arrive.
I would also like to remind safety
officers that the site rating for
Blackheath is PR4, and deservedly so.
Under certain conditions, experienced
PR3 pilots may fly there, but only under
the dir~t supervision of an experienced
local pilot (not necessarily a local
resident). Another important thing to
remember is that the landing area is not
visible from launch, and pilots who have
not flown the site before will need to ask
a local pilot where it is. The landing
area is also on private property and is
the only place we are allowed to land.
Please respect the wishes of the
landowners by not driving onto the grass
(even to park), taking dogs onto the
property, or playing cassette players.
If you want to start flying Blackheath

this winter, please do the right thing by
contacting either Rolf Muller (02735212), Jim Snee (02-6713016) or myself
on (02-6358206) for advice. We are not in
the business of stopping people from
flying, but we do feel that people flying
Blackheath for the first time should
only do so with the benefit of some local
advice.
Blue Skies,
Chris South
P.S. Congratulations on an excellent job as
editor. I feel that it must be very
difficult for people who have never been
involved in producing Skysailor to
appreciate the amount of effort and
dedication required if one is to carry out
the task successfully. Editing Skysailor
has always been a thankless task. It is
not so much the considerable workload,
nor the inevitable loss of income that
makes it so, but rather the ill conceived
and petty criticisms levelled at you by
lazy, self-centred pseudo pilots.
Comments like: ".. .if I had the time I
would do the job" only serve to
demonstrate the complete inanity of the
complaints against your efforts.
I realise that the law of averages makes
it inevitable that such cretinous knockers
will always attempt to stifle the efforts

------- --
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of honest people in any organisation. By
publishing their comments freely and
without reservation you have shown
yourself to be a much better person than
they. On behalf of the real pilots of
Australia, I thank you for a job done
well .
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Ballarat lies about 2000' asl and the air
there 12 consequently a little rarified, but
I don't think that's the only reason. You
see, Ballarat is about 100km from
Melbourne and when I lived there a few
years back I often used to hang out with
Gary Hickson at Gordon on the weekends.
I always found that the FM reception on
my car radio was great until I went over
the Great Divide shortly before the 'rat.
Now it occurs to me that TV reception
would suffer a similar fate and that
consequently the good citizens of
Ballarat are condemned for life to
knowing only the dubious delights of
BTV channel 6.
Stands out like DB's doesn't it!
No doubt the council has regulations
governing the height of pole you're
allowed to use for your TV antenna.
However, if you detach that antenna
from the pole, hook into and buzz around
the sky in it, you're only limited in how

high you go for perfect reception of
Melbourne's five TV stations by the
regulations of our friends the DOA (but
I'll tell you 'bout that some other 60
seconds).
So come on guys, have a bit of
consideration, send your old
EF /Fledge/lcarus V to the Ballarat Boys
(and girls), at least they'll have some
use for it.
This explanation is also consistent with
the fact that they hardly ever do 360s on
the north face of Hollowback; maybe its
got something to do with keeping the
antenna aligned.

breaks down
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Enough said I think. Actually I feel
quite sa fe saying all this 'cause I'm
living in Perth these days! I always had
a good one at Ballarat though so keep
those rigids up folks.

'- '-

' - - - .......

Dear Ed.,
I've only just worked out why it is that
the exponents of our sport in Ballarat
exhibit such "rigidity" in their choice of
glider.

Kev's artificial horizon
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Seya up,
John Murby
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HAGUE 'S RAVE ...
To many members,
Congratu lations Geoff for
being the first of the
last 3 Skysailor edit o rs
to
publish
'SIG NED '
members
letters
in
Skysailor, and printing
who wrote the letter not
"name
with-held"
and
other 'clicky ' aliases as
"hate letters" of old.
Hopefully Geoff can find
space for
this reply to
the slanderous scribble
about me in Skysailor,
P46
Dec.
' 86.
Due to
shortages,
this answer
has been slow in writing.
Sorry that Martyn was so
insulted by my earlier
letter.
Sorry if anyone

else
took
it
as
a
personal attack . My only
BEEF is with the slowness
of the system , the nouble
(or
triple) standards ,
corruption
of overseas
standards ,
unconstitutional
acts
needing new constitutions
to
rectify,
a
constitution that still
is
NOT
SUPPLIED
to
members despite numerous
requests.
The
never
ending
JOKE
called
"CERTIFICATION",
a
certificate
of
airwor thiness
and
relevant dates supplied
TO
THE MEMBERS
(never
publi shed in Australia as
ELSEWHERE)??
incorrect
Among
innuendoes
were
many
questions demanding reply
to
HGFA's
President
Martyn Yeomans, who still
fails
to
spell
&
pronounce names correctly
(mine in particular).
1.
SHG
(Stanwell Hang
Gliders) Safety Record.
After well over a decade
as
a
registered H.G.
manufacturer, more than 7
production designs tested
& tried by many of my
peers ,
numerous
good
experienced pilots with
the will t o try something

a little different; still
no
deaths,
no broken
bones ,
not
even
a
scratch , no "pi lot Error"
at all
to anyone else.
The only & very common
complaint has been with
delivery dates , adverts &
' Certificate
of
Airworthi.ness'
hassles.
Due to the lack of LEGAL
'Wind Tunnel'
testing I
have had 3 crashs in 3
prototypes
MAIDEN
flights.
All faults were
corrected . They were not
sold,
but
rebuilt or
turned to windsocks and
dustcovers.
A FEW LESSER
COPIES OF DESIGNS HAVE
KILLED,
their bu i lders
NEVER
consulted
or
communicated with me, I
am still blamed for THEIR
MANY DESIGN
FAULTS.
I
have tried to make the
sky as safe as possible
in ALL conditions.
2. Inventive & Innovative
record.
Now only some is truely
documented.
FULLY DATED
and signed in the PATENT
office.
Canberra and 134
other places WORLD WIDE ,
letters of PATENT have
been passed and granted,
from
a
dozen+
applications dating back
t o 19 7 5 Sail-Wing de sign

Specialist advice -a.nd information..
Wait until you

see -the whites
of their eyes .

They're wearing
dark ~\(lsses .

/
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"Horus" later "Thermaller
I" these radical small 15
Sq Metre sail wings were
fit~ed
with
Airfoil
keels, preformed battens,
radial
sail
cuts,
variable
geometry
&
trigonometrey,
stabilizing
fins,
etc.
Tested?
YES, SAND-BAG
tested to 6 "G" + ONE
moving
body
weight
jumping
a ro und,
speed
tested {FLOWN} over 80
Kno t s
{1 30 KM} full lock
handling was a 90 bank
after a 90 turn , a t all
speeds,
very
self sta biliziing
even
in
tu r bule n t
ther mal
&
rotor ed
ai r;
Another
innova t ion was a dualwin g {Jibb & Mainsail},
slow b ut ve r y stable 3
st ag e s tall.

{enclosed
wire
L.E.
bracing}.
The other
unflown
radical
wing
awaits
130-160
KM/H
testing,
with 5 other
wings
and
test-rigs
waiting
3-1/2 yrs for
"WIND TUNNEL" TEST AREA,
that has been promised
for years ... its costly
to
build an airstrip,
cost almost ~s much to

My Hagamobile's are a 20
year collection of old
cars, trucks, M.bikes and
test-rig??????? But never
driven one in a National
yet ?????
I've never been invited
and/or committed to fly a
Stanwell
H.G
in
any
Australian
contest:
National or not? Third
place in the Australian
Nationals 1976 was the
best
my
gliders have
done,
{before
M.Y.
time}.
The first last
contest that welcomes al l
Australian gliders.
Does one have to win the
HGFA Nationals or sell
5,000 gliders or write a
million words / letters
to be recognised as a

WElL, W~fN I GOT TO 1Ue-- 4ih Tll.w~O(if(
vo •••

X-

These are a few of the
dozen+ ideas proven, some
DOCUMENTED in 200+ pages
of dated documents.
3. How many wings have I
built ?
100's in Cohens ULFS.
36 myself, half the sails
were self made, the rest
were
made
by
Kevin l
Mitchell and other sail
makers.
34 have FLOWN,
23 have
never been test flown,
one's sister ship proved
unstable and both scraped
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HIRE one, an seemingly
IMPOSSIBLE AND ILLEGAL to
use one even at night
with the lights "OFF"?
ONLY one area has been
offered at $ 1,200 per
day.
It remains ILLEGAL
on
DMR
roads,
particularly now that the
test-rig
is
not
DMT
registered, due to the
hard times in this OZ
banana republic of ours.
4.
When did the
Hagamobile
win
"NATIONALS"??

last
the

@~ l-'

0 <Ju "

{)\l"\N

"Hang
Glider
Manufacturer" by HGFA sub
committees? Solid facts,
aero-logic
knowledge,
experience,
$AlOO,OOO
invested over the decade
in a very risky trade;
written dozens of letters
and articles requesting
some form of certificates
and
class
of
air
worthiness,
ther
requesting information or
checking
of standards.
Personally
worked
or
three forms of structural
testing,
experienced ir

I ~.-

the mechanics of it, ever
successfully
interestec
the
ASA,
(Australiar
Standards ~ssociation) ir
our
cause.HGFA ignore c
their interest totally.
(It took HGFA three yearE
to supply the standardE
they made law).

brought
into production
after 1/7 / 85 shall comply
with
the
USHGMA
Standards.
(3) That
persons
wishing
to
Sell/Advertise
new
gliders after that date
must provide an assurance
in writing to the HGFA
that the glider has been

I have spoken up eveq,
possible
time
on
certification or lack of
legally
attainable
standards: at club level,
AGMS,
NSW HGA committee
meetings,
HGFA
convent ion,
volunteering
where
ever
possible,
elected to NSW HGA Cert.
of fice 1986. Despite all
the
work
I
was not
offered
one
seat
or
place,
or informed of
meetings of the 1986/87
certification committee:
why?
Ignorance,
hate,
selfishness,
misinformed
or misguided acts are the
only
reasons
outside
monopolising
business
practices I can think of.
If not ,
it throws the
democratic
rights
of
association members and
committees into question,
along
with association
aim
and
purpose
of
being.

tested

to

TJSIIGJ'.1A

specifications and that
the
glider has passed
these specifications.

It
all
seems
so
unconstitutional, but the
HGFA constitution is a
mystery.
Still
not
supplied to members after
three requests NSW HGA
supplied
theirs
and
changed it again, maybe
because
of
the
last
unconstitutional AGM '86
or
'87.
There seems to
be a mix-up of dates????
Two AGM's in 1986?? But
at
last
a
solid
committee,
are
an
improvement. HGFA next?
We
have sadly watched
many
good HGFA people
quit of late. When honest
working volunteers quit,
the
leadership
is in
question.

1.
$5,000 was supplied
with very few guidelines
conditions
or
aims,
without
discussion.
I
quoted
June
Skysilor.
What does worry me is the
fact
that part of the
HGFA Cert. Committee have
sold and continue to sell
DOA
Illegal
Aircraft
(seemingly with full HGFA
Aproval and support).
2.
HGFA
has
one
secretary? Explain the ad
for and Aide in September
86,
p.9.
$10,000 +
$5,000
is
1,000% , (10
times)
the $1,500 payed
for the same workload 2
years
ago.
Computers
usually
save time and
money. Who has airspace
between their ears? It
seems
strange
to
volunteer
for
subcommittee work when one
could earn $10 an hour
for less work and travel.
What
of
the
Vice
President
and
Administrator?

As
usual
M.
Yeomans
missed the mark and my
comment of the HGFA 1986
convention.

3. COMPLY or COMPLICITY?
To
quote
HGFA Policy
10/3/86:
(2)
All gliders first

Now
read
B. Hayhow's
letter p.47 Jan 87 "we
will be testing the new
glider (fool160b) AS SOON
AS
POSSIBLE."
This
clearly does not comply
with
USHGMA or German
Certification standards.
M Yeomans FAILS to be
able
to
explain this
DOUBLE
standard.
Enterprise
Wings
and
HGFA's Dill Methewson's
Airspace
have
been
advertising the 160B for
months.
I
am sure the
USHGMA
would call the
HGFA
acceptnce
of
'testing
as
soon
as
possible'
uncertified.
To me it is lowering of
standards
(corrupt). My
similar letter is ignored
despite
the
original.
"Dream"
my Magic/Comet
Copy is certified in at
least 4 countries with
the same specification.
The dream had aa $1,500
price
tag,
But
due
totally to the corrupt
ignorance
of
the
responsible body, I have
been
forced
out
of
business,
forced to gi ve
up. I ask M. Yeomans, how
HGFA
determines safety
standards and tests for
"gliders HGFA feels are
certified"
while gliders
already tested cannot be
certified or sold here.
Thi s
is
not
a
new
proble m.
"pi onee r s of OZ
Flight" p.12 Jan 87. The
problem is 100 years old
"CORRUPT IGNORANCE" seem
to
plague
Australian
Businesses.
The
L.
Hargrave SAGA continues
into
the
1980's.
SKY SAILOR
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Stanwell Gliners Factory
was build on land bought
of Rality Realisation; L.
Hargrave's own company ,
his land,
yet the local
council still will not
permit
kites
too
be
constructed
on
it.
History
has
repeated
itself. As Stanwell H . G.
now has gone west to the
Catombal Range,
west of
Hargrave's Gold town, to
a peachy home on Mountain
Valley
Road, NSW,
The
Stanwell Dream continues
to
soar
to
higher
standards of flight and
is
living better than
ever.
Its
harn
to
leave
Stanwell Tops with its
good friends, top eagles
and the too few pioneers
that still fly.
But 15
years has seen how
dangerous the Bald Hill
sky is, helichoppers, 747
Hercules,
Fl-ll's,
PAlS's, privateers, Shark
Patrol,
and
bullet
riddled
sky. The wild
life continues to thrive,
a
few eagles and hawks,
stacks of seagulls, more
pidgeons & turkeys, a few
too many crows
( fark
wits)
& Magpies, the big
black
and
white
cockatoos:
its enough to
pluck the feathers from
this old Galah that once
topped the stack , but the
stack was riddled with
rotten peers and false
promises,
and
corrupt
ignorance,
and envious
hatred stagnated my brand
of
$1,500 better wings
from proving themselves
in the market place, and
a huge export market.
01

01

Thank to the MANY who
supported
my
Stanwell
Tops
enterprise
now
finished.
But we will
start a new and better
system soon, using OZ's
best as always, away from
hassle's. To Martyn, Bill
&
Dill,
I can believe
NOTHING YOU SAY. Hang the
Imports.
- Stephen Hague
14037
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AIRBORNE SPEED LIMITS,
WHAT NEXT?
by John Murby
"Is it safe to fly a hang glider by
yourself?", asks the PR1 theory test.
Well I've always thought it's safer that
way than with half a dozen others ,on
board!

The converse of this - that the glider
will stall if placed under too many G's
for its current airspeed - might just save
your cross-bars and leading edges (not to
mention your neck) if you are flying fast
in turbulence. Not that high speed stalls
are a particularly pleasant experience!

"Wings!" once contained a photo of 5 or 6
yobs hanging off an Explorer (a bestforgotten British rigid wing). I don't
know that it was a particularly accurate
"load test", but it certainly looked pretty
funny.

Unfortunately, the theory tells us that
the maximum G loading a wing will
carry before stalling increases in relation
to the square of its airspeed:

Naturally, you wouldn't fly loaded up
like that, but a similar effect can be
achieved by subjecting yourself to a few
g's in aeros or turbulence.

max. G loading = (current airspeed -' 2
normal stall speed)
Thus, whilst flying at ~ the normal
stall speed will result in a high speed
stall if the glider is placed under "only"
4 G (at which point the glider is carrying
an apparent weight of over a quarter of
tonne!), if you hit bad turbulence at 3
times normal stall speed, it wont high
speed stall until you've pulled 9G! I've
never heard of a manufacturer of flex
wings claiming that his product will
sustain more than 6G so its bye, bye crossbar, leading edge and 'chute.

An idea of just how many G's you can pull
can be had by a quick examination of
aerodynamic theory. Those of you doing
PR3 should pay attention now!

Most pilo'ts realize that if you increase
the wing-loading, stall speed increases.
Whenever you do manouvers or encounter
turbulence that puts extra G loadings on
your wing, you are effectively increasing
your wing-loading. Therefore you must
fly faster than normal to avoid stalling.
Figure 1 demonstrates how much extra
flying speed is required for each increase
in load.
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Most tin aircraft have a placard on them
which lists a VNE (velocity never
exceed) - based I assume on calculations
such as those here.
Now you can decide on your own VNE, but
I'd suggest you avoid wanging when
there's thermals about (see John
Reynoldson'S article "Breaking up is bad
to do" in Skysailor, Jan. '84).

FIGURE 1
Stall Speed vs. Q LoadinQ for a Qlider
... ith !! norm!!l stall speed ot 20 mPh.

~I"---r~~
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Of course, back in the real world, hang
glider wings flex and twist under load
and things mightn't be quite as bad as
theory suggests. On the other hand is
your trusty diver still as strong now after
all those weary miles as it was when it
left the showroom floor?

Now 3 times normal stall speed is about
60mph in today's gliders, and unless
you're into loops, you're not likely to see
that on your ASI very regularly.

~

40

However, what about 50mph, which
most makers would claim their glider can
manage. This corresponds to about 2.5
times normal stall speed.
From the
equation or figure 1, the G loading
producing a high speed stall is 6.25 very dicey indeed; you can just feel those
tubes a-buckling.
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Wing
10adinQ and
Q
loading
are
proportional to each other, The torce of
Q1"svity gives YOU a Q loading of 1, and
in s t reight 3nd level fli9ht your ... ing
loeding is silllPly ~eight divided by ... ing
aree .
By changinQ direc tion rapidly an
extra force is appl ied ...hich increases
your l!PPerent weight.
If your apparent
we ight is doubled YOU are said to be
under 2 Q.
Obviously, doubling your
weight also double. your ... inQ loading
(wing I!re~ hesn't changed) .
Fortunately. stall ,peed doesn't increase
prOPOrtionately to the increase in wing
1000ding - otherwise YOU'd need to fly at
t ... ice your ' normal' stall speed in e
si/IIPle 2 9 manouver like a 60· , banked
360.
In fact the stall speed is related
to the sguMe root of the winQ l oading
(so doubling your ... ing l oading. at 2 g.
only increases stall speed by 1. 4142135
according to my calculat or).
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by Max Hyte
........Panic is very near. My
worst fea rs are yet to be realized but a
new and ver y real threat looms
c1oser ........ hypoxia. Breaking through
the last in version took the strength of
li ft well over the 1000fpm range and I'm
p re tty sure complete h y poxia will
overtake me before I slide back into the
primary ro tor. Penetration has now gone
a nd with my mental and physical
capabilities fading ....... .! must make
some fin al decisions. Should I turn tail
wind before passing out and try to ride
out the rotor .....cold and fatigue seem to
have robbed me of any will to face this
awesome prospect... .. here it is magically
smooth, the view astounding ......I'1I just
point into the wind a little
longer .........and clip on the harness to
the corner restraining wires .......it's so
hard to move my fingers now .....the clips
just don't seem to want to attach ....... slow
down the breathing ..... .... ... altitude
19,000' or is it 29,000' ..... doesn't seem to
be working properly ........ rest my eyes a
second and maybe the headache will
go ..... .. .... .... .... ..
How did I get into this? .. .How did I
ever get into this situation? ..... if I get
out
of
this
alive,
I'll .... ..never ... .. .l '11 ......... .
John Kleven, from the Cooma area, and I
had talked about getting into some wave
lift whilst sitting atop Mt. Bogong after
flying there from Mt. Buffalo last
February. It was a long cold night and we
figured it was possible given the right
conditions. Two months later after
talking to Barry Wrenford of the Alpine
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Soaring Centre at Jindabyne a vague plan
began to gro w in my mind. Based on
Barry's experiences with sailplanes on
the Main Range and Klevo's observations
from his w inter vantage point, a
downwind approach to the primary
wave seemed the most feasible given a
hang gliders performance limitations.
This would leave only a descent through
the primary rotor to land at Jindabyne or
if possible jump downwind to the
secondary wave and then a landing in
the more open Cooma region.
Saturday June 20; Weather patterns look
promising. We drive to Albury and set up
emergency procedures with flight
Service and contact Klevo in anticipation
of an attempt tomorrow.
Sunday June 21; Solid overcast of
altostratus and altocumulus with some
billow effect. Forecast winds at ground
lS-2Smph up to 40mph at 10,000'. Things
didn't look too promising but we headed
for the Gundowring launch to at least see
if there was evidence of any localised
wave action.

back to make sure I could turn tail wind
with enough height to soar back up. Just
about ready to give up when the first
beeps on the vario indicated zero sink.
Sniffing further up wind, the lift
improved slightly and then cross wind to
find a band of smooth 200fpm wave.
Fifteen minutes later I sent Jane down the
back into Sandy Creek as I topped 6000'
ASL and turned tailwind . One more
small bump of lift which proved of little
value and I ran fast toward Tallangatta
Creek with the fresh tail wind. To my
surprise the wave was where I guessed it
should be and turned back into the wind
over the centre of the valley glad to be in
smooth air again.
This was much better than the first wave
with the lift strong and broad. At min
sink I would begin to drift back through
the wave and soon found a speed that
had me climbing as well as creeping
slowly forward and slightly to the
north. Jane headed for the highway as I
broke through 10000' and found I had
pulled on a fair bit of speed in order to
hold station with the lift.

At 9.30am I launched into smooth ridge
lift with the wind about 20-2Smph.
I flew south along the wall of the Kiewa
until I was on the high point pretty much ·
straight downwind of the Pinnacles
Ridge. I had about SOO' above the ridge
and seemed unable to get any higher so I
turned and flew out into the valley in the
hope of some wave action .....nothing for
quite a while as I constantly checked

The alto-cu was starting to show a
definite dark-light banding and the idea
of making the main range primary
seemed less improbable.
I turned
downwind
and
headed
for
Corryong .. ........... ..I was now about to
discover the savagery of wave sink and
turbuleI)ce, something for which I
thought I was prepared.

I had attached wires from the bottom
corners of the A-frame designed to clip
onto the harness and hold me in a central
position at about 30mph. The theory
behind this was to reduce the chance of
getting bashed against the airframe in
rotor turbulence and in the extreme event
of a tumble the more stable positioning of
my mass should help right the glider
without severe structural damage. The
sink increased quite quickly but the
turbulence was at least tolerable so I
decided to test the harness restraint
system. It was working well when I guess
I must have hit the main rotor. The
glider seemed to have lost all stability,
and without the ability to move, a total
sense of helplessness soon overtook me. I
struggled desperately to release and
finally succeeded only to find the glider
no more controllable.
My height had diminished alarmingly
and I yelled my situation to Jane over the
radio as the Koetong forest loomed larger
than it ever looked before. Even though I
was travelling downwind at about 4050mph ground speed it stilI seemed
unlikely that I would make the broader
Corryong valley.
At 4500' ASL the air evened out but with
so little ground clearance left, and with
my plans of skipping over the rotor zones
shattered, the likelihood of getting into
the main wave system not only seemed
remote but increasingly dangerous,
especially in the light of what I had just
come through.
The sky ahead however, was much
improved with wave slots starting to
appear in the alto-cu. The sun getting
through had already put enough
moisture in the low level air for roll
clouds to start forming over the main
range with ragged cu-s being whipped
along over the sunlit areas in the valley
just ahead.

I left my ragged thermal and dove
northward for a small street of clouds just
behind MItta and although the air was
once again becoming quite rough a
strengthening of lift had me climbing
back up through 3000' ASL.
The small street had developed rapidly
and the lift, now at 5OOfpm, was smooth
and consistent although the drift was far
too great. But now with a little more
height beneath me, I could take stock of
the situation. This convection although
keeping me aloft would probably break
up any of the lower level wave action
that I had been getting earlier thus
preventing a break through to the
primary wave.

maintaining altitude .
This was
obviously a cloud street but I was
mystified by its existence when most
other cumulus activity was small and
untidy. Finally, the stationary nature of
this formation in the lee ot Mt.
Mittamatite became obvious and all the
theory book pictures and diagrams of lee
side convergence sprang to mind.
At 4500' I regained radio contact with
Jane who was at Koetong and we
discussed the idea of giving the primary
wave one last attempt. At least trying to
gain height here presented better
landing options and gave Jane a chance to
be nearby as the wind was gusting up to
25mph at ground level now. I was not
looking forward to that.

Secondly I did not fancy dribbling onto
the face of the main range and losing I slowed down until I was only just
penetration in the compression layer creeping forward and the lift was a
above. My plan to fly into the primary steady 500fpm again.
Base was
wave from high up wind seemed doomed. approaching ast. I checked the compass
heading and tried to find a strong
I was feeling pretty low knowing that I comfortable body position. Keeping an
must land soon and phone in as my charge eye on the ASI and compass the ground
downwind had left us without radio quickly misted over. I didn't quite know
contact for what was fast approaching how I would handle flying blind but it
the pre-arranged emergency limit. I wasn't long before I was sweating for
definitely didn't want Flight Service vision. It was rough enough to make any
starting an unnecessary SAR. The vario sort of constant heading or speed
had been singing merrily for some time impossible and the glider seemed to be
now, with the cloud above a solid, dark all over the place. The vario continued
line from Mitta back toward the range. I to indicate a reasonable climb rate so I
headed upwind attempting to gain some concentrated my efforts on holding a
greater landing field options, and even at head wind course. It seemed an eternity,
an air speed of 35-40mph, I was still but in fact only about 90 seconds, before I
became aware of greater light above and
squinting up I finally located the hazy
orb of the sun.

Some more quite sev.ere turbulence at the
west end of the Corryong valley had me
extremely concerned about the safety of
any landing but I knew I must at least
make the broader more open areas ahead
if I was to get down safely.
A messy bubble just beyond Cudgewa gave
me hope of making a more suitable
landing area and although it wasn't
much I was climbing in fairly normal air.
Mt. Mittamatite seemed to be slipping
past as if I were racing downwind instead
of circling in lift but the rapid formation
of cu's directly ahead drew like a
magnet.

This has nothing to do with the story
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It was substantiallv easier to usc this as
a reference and gradually Ire-orientated
myself and picked up the original
compass heading. I was just checking my
altitude, 6000' ASL when J was tossed
forward in a savage over the falls lype
action. I struggled to regain some
semblance of control and found I was not
handling being back in the depths of the
cloud again . Fighting my rising fear I
brought the glider back toward the west
and increased my speed.

The glare was blinding as the glider
burst free at 6300' about tw o thirds the
way up the tallest of the cloud streets
cells. Fatigue was making control erratic
and I was tired of struggling to keep the
162 goi ng where I wanted but surprisingly
I was still climbing and looking around I
could see the top of the cu was round and
smooth with pileus formations spreading
outward.

The sky was now a classic array of
lenticulars heaping up above solid roll
clouds in lines to the north and south. I
was parked directly above Greg Greg and
climbing slowly. I pulled in trying to
move further away from the blossoming
cloud and after a few more bumps and a
rather surprising pitch up that nearly
took the control bar away, the air
smoothed to a glassiness I had not
imagined possible in such a situation.
The vario had started to continually
beep and I reached to turn down the
volume to conserve battery. The needle
was steady at 4s0fpm and the altimeter
digits
were
rapidly
ticking
over. .... .. ... ... .1 had entered the primary
wave.

A

~

r

I radioed Jane and to my surprise a male
voice came over; Klevo in Jindabyne was
receiving loud and clear. We all three
yapped away with me as relay. The sun
brilliantly reflecting off the clouds and
patches of snow down on the main range.
I was still in front of the main range
climbing healthily. Above and behind a
thin veil of lenticular cloud marked the
crest of the wave.
I began to crab southward, holding
3smph air speed and about 300fpm climb
rate, in an effort to set up a straight tail
wind run to Jindabyne.
I was starting to become aware of the
need to steadily increase speed to hold
station. I slowed and drifted back past
Khancoban at about 11,500' and the lift
strengthened steadily as I fell back into
the steeper wave gradient.
Suddenly wispy cloud was around me and
I pulled in to move forward but even with
the air speed back up past 40mph the
glider was barely penetrating, although
it was getting pretty hard to tell due to
the altitude. I looked for Jlndabyne but
lower cloud which hopefully wasn't roll
cloud, obscured my vision in that
direction. I radioed Klevo for some idea
of conditions at the gliding strip, telling
him that I had passed through the first
"lenny" and was still climbing. The view
was amazing, but down below the wind
was erratic, gusting from smph to in
excess of 20mph. That sounded pretty
rought but at least I might still have
some penetration once on the way down.
The lift was still increasing and I had
now come far enough south to slide over
to Jindabyne, but the very definite roll
cloud over Perisher had me deeply
concerned. Cold was starting to take its
toll and I was finding it increasingly
difficult to concentrate .... .. .! quickly
glanced at the altimeter, 15,000' ASL
and the vario showing 700fpm at over
40mph air speed.
I began to realize that I would soon have
to fly down into the cloud and turbulence
below ......... and it would be far, far worse
than what I had already experienced.
The secondary wave and the Monaro
Valley, broad and flat in the distance
looked far more inviting. Klevo came on
the air again saying that the sailplane
boys were up as well but those already
landed had some nasty encounters with
the rotor.

(
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Things weren't getting any better for me
either as some more cloud and unexpected
turbulence brought on the need for quick

action. My arms responded like leaden
weights and when the air smoothed
again the vario was screaming.
Hypoxia began to spin its teasing
web ........ the cold crept deeper and I
belatedly realized I had climbed far too
rapidly ....... Panic
is
very
near ....... penetration has gone.
....... .1 fumble desperately with the
restraining clips as the vario suddenly
changes its tune. Allowing the glider to
turn tailwind, I let go and struggle with
the second wire using both numb hands to
feebly lock into the glider .....I'm spent
from the cold, exhaustion and lack of
oxygen ..... .before I know what is
happening the glider is on its way
over......three tumbles in rapid succession
and a sickening flick skyward ........then
nose down in a spiralling dive .....one of
the clips has come away at the harness.
Working desperately in the boiling
turbulence to free the other clip, I'm
aware only of my lack of co-ordination.
At last it snaps free and it takes all my
remaining strength to hold the bar while
allowing the speed to bleed off with the
altimeter winding down past 12,000'
ASL.

A landscape of trees and mountain
explode into my awareness as the glider
bursts free of the rotor cloud only to have
the bar snapped from my grasp and
immediately pitched vertical. Once
again I'm slipping over to the side then
spun savagely nose down, my arms
flailing, trying to find the bar again.
Somehow I've gO'\ it and the adrenalin
pumps me around to the east toward a far
away Jindabyne.

I get John back on the radio and now with
a clearer head look at my landing
options .... We are cut short as a bubble
forces me to struggle around in sloppy
360's trying to maximise my chances of
getting closer to town. Utilizing the zero
air I fly as slow as I dare on a downwind
slide.
Half a dozen turns and a gain of a
hundred feet SeeS ille first buildings slip
quickly beneath, my altimeter now
showing 4000' ASL and I make straight
for the beach beside the lake. One again
the glider snaps around and up and by
the time I can come over to the right the
beach slides past... .....and a lack of real
air speed robs the glider of any
response ..... .. the tip grabs the wind
blown lake and spins savagely into the
frigid water.

The glider is racing across the ground at
about 8000' ASL but I'm not at all sure
how much ground clearance is left as
another bash against the uprights leaves
me stunned. Klevo is on the air saying he
has a visual on the glider but it takes
several seconds before I realize what
he's saying. The wind strength and gust
information at the strip tell me
nothing ......! know that I won't be able to
land safely as I'm going faster than the Klevo had organised a reception
cars below me.
party .......and as they dragged me, glider
and all from the lake the realization of
I look back as I drop below mountain the immense luck that had brought me
height and although I'm clear of the down alive causes shivers worse than the
wave rotor the ground turbulence is still cold.
to come. The sink alarm staggers to rest
and now there is an occasional beep on I now know not to treat AIRWAVES
the vario and although the strip is still lightly!
over 10kms away the realization that
some lift is around urges me on.
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SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING
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FEATUHES INCLUDE:-
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RFI shielding & temperature compensation
Stable zero & very fast responding
pressure transducer vario
Logarithmic altimeter giving accuracy t o
within 2% at 14,000' and 5% at 20,000'
Audio on, off & volume, voltage display,
main & reserye battery, clock
switchable; l ' increments to 2,000'
10' increments to 20,000'
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This month I would like to present two
sites. One just west of Sydney in the
Bathurst region and the other up north in
the Byron Bay area. I would like to
thank the people involved in sending in
these site guides and trust that pilots
using the sites take time to study them
carefully.
Please note however that both sites are
PR3 rated due to the presence of
powerlines and other restrictive
features.
SITEGUTDE
SITE:
RATING:
TYPE:
OWNER:
ELEVATION:
ACCESS:
WIND:
MAP. REF.:

& Club News _ _!11!!!!!!!!!!!!~

top of Ovens is in rotor and pilots have
thought that the wind had gone round to
the west!!!! The trees are very large just
below take off and they can eat
gliders!!!
The takeoff faces almost due west. There
is a ramp approximately 14 metres long
built on the side of the hill. A strong run
is needed to clear the sapplings at the
brow of the hill 40 metres away. The

takeoff is unforgiving as the slope is
stewn with rocks and tree stumps. The
best time for flying the site is after
11.30am when thermals begin to come
through. If the wind is off by more than
20 degrees from the west, beware of
turbulence from the trees on either side of
takeoff.
There are 5 possible landing sites. These
are marked on the accompanying map.
All have disadvantages.
Xl is reachable over a set of power lines.
Keep to the tree line visible just to the
left of takeoff. Fly out from the hill
before turning right to get to Xl. Land in
the paddock just to the right of the sheds

Mount Ovens South
PR3 for at least a year
Thermal/Ridge soarable
Forestry Commission
4169ft. ASL
2WD dirt road
WSW-WNW
Map 1, 063 Bathurst

If coming from Sydney, on the Great·

Western Hwy take the first turn right
after the Yetholme crest opposite the
service station. Follow the old Hwy for
2km. Turn right into Macabees Road. On
the left towards the top of the hill you
will notice a dirt road with the signpost
'Mt. HOMER Forest Road' going to the
left. Follow this road for approximately
600 metres. Take first turn right. Take
care here as the corner is a bad one. Turn
right at the top. Head for the Radio
repeater tower and turn left at the tower.
Follow the forest road .
At each
intersection take the one that goes to the
left. At the top of the 'mountain' a gap
will be seen in the fence heading into the
natural forest. Follow this for 500 metres
to the clearing and breathtaking views
to the west.
There is enough room for at least 6
gliders to se t up. Please look after the
site - no litter - no fires - use common
sense.
Be careful to check the wind on the way
up. Around Yetholme turn off is a good
place. The reason for t hl~ is that when
light to moderate easte rl ies blow,s the
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Mt. Ovens take off
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near the road. Close all gates. Do not
interfere with the electrified fence - it
bites. Xl is 1200 feet below takeoff.
X2 is an old disused landing strip behind
Ovens South. If the wind is blowing any
more than 8-10 knots DO NOT use this
landing as the last 200 feet are in severe
rotor. Beware of rotor at other times.
X3 is an experimental plantation area
with large areas of open ground that
slop~ relatively gently.
Please close
gates and do not damage the trees. There
are no power lines nearby. Beware of
rotor.
X4 is a landing on the south side of the
highway between Yetholme and
Walang. It is visible immediately after
takeoff to the left of the trees. Beware
the power lines. This landing site should
only be attempted if you have plenty of
height. Close all gates.

X5 is a landing site on the property of
Oakdale. The landing strip is well clear
of power lines but you have to be able to
fly the gap between the Ovens hills and
the other side - a distance of 3km. The
Cornett family who own Oakdale
normally have CB tuned into Channel 7.
Close all gates.
You will need to organise a pick up as all
landing sites are more than 4km from
takeoff by road, e.g. it takes 1 hour to
walk from Xl back up the hill.

Height restriction at the site is 6,500 ft
ASL. Please keep to that limit. Beware
of small aircraft that fly from Bathurst
to Sydney . They normally fly to the
south of Ovens but have on occasion flown
to the north. They are normally at a
height of 9,000 ft ASL.
Nearest phone is at the garage on the
highway at Yetholme.
Houses on
Macabees Road also have phones. Be
courteous please. Nearest hospital is
Bathurst District Hospital, Howick St.
Bathurst, tel. 33 1311.
Contact pilot: David McKinnon (H) 063
31 5755 (W) 063332235
Coorabell Ridge
SITE:
PR3
RATING:
TYPE:
Inland
OWNER:
Steve Dengate
ELEVATION : 450 ft. AGL
ACCESS:
Sealed Road
WIND:
NE - North
MAP REF:
Map II, 066
Drive from Byron Bay heading inland to
Pacific Hwy. Turn left at intersection
and follow highway up the ridge and at
the top (McLeod's Shoot) take the sign
posted turn-off on your right for
Coorabell. The takeoff is approximately
5km along Coolamon Drive and parking
for your car is off the road through the
gate (on which is a B.B.H.G.C. sign
describing the site) . The very top
landing is approximately 200 ft past the
gate, above the next left hand bend in
the road.

The takeoff is 60 ft to the left and in
front of the gate. It is well rounded
althought the fairly shallow slope of
the face means turbulence close to the
hill is maximized. There are powerlines
running down and along the face from
right to left and also surrounding the
bottom landing areas. (See the map).
Landings in the top paddock should only
be attempted by experienced pilots and
should be made no further back from the
edge than 100 ft (aim to land between the
western fence and the only small tree
near the front). The bottom landing is
reached by driving west from the T.O .,
past the top landing and turn right at
Possum Shoot road. When at the bottom
turn right and landing areas are on the
right.
.All pilots are reminded that flying up
the ridge to the west should only be
attempted with a minimum of 500 ft
clearance over the T.O. and also landing
area (1) is sometimes used to train horses
so pilots should be aware the area (2)
should be used.
Nearest public phone: Bangalow
Nearest hospital: Bangalow
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CHANGES FOR THE BETTER
By this time many of you (at least those
who belong to a club) will have heard
about a few changes that have occurred
lately. This is due to the fact that all
clubs are now receiving copies of
Q.H .G.A. Inc. and H.G.F.A. minutes of
executive meetings.
These changes I speak of are part of a
campaign dedicated to improving not
only this sport's image but the whole
package so that, eventually, hang
gliding will be favourably looked upon
by all and sundry. Now I know without
looking that there are some who will,
after reading this, utter loud expletives
at the prospect of being subjected to
something as sinister as CHANGE!
Well the time has well and truly come
(no it's well overdue) for some changes;
changes that already have been
implemented; changes that are no longer
open to debate. Strong stuff eh? Not
really when one considers the task at
hand.
By now the uninformed reader (i.e. a non
club member who hasn't yarned with a
club member lately) may be interested in
knowing what exactly are these changes
that have been made with such
dictatorial efficiency. Please read on.

doesn't mean that they were simply
palming another one off, though it
sometimes may appear that way. Fact
three - in the past, a verbal reprimand
was about the worst punishment a
naughty pilot could expect regardless of
what the rule book contained. On
reflection one further realises that, in
the past, the incidence of thermal and
cross country flight was not as prominent
as it now is; in short we were far less
conspicuous to the rest of the aviation
community.
2). As from 2nd June, 1987 ill safety
officers are required to renew their status
within three months of that date. The
two main reasons prompting this course of
action were (a) - Neither the H.G .F.A .
secretary or myself had anything that
resembled a complete list of current
safety officers, and (b) - During the last
twelve months (my time in this job) I
have not received one correctly
completed "safety officer" application or
renewal. Without exception, all failed
to include the required PR3 or PR4 theory
exam; a significant omission which
leaves us with no indication of the
applicant's current knowledge or lack
thereof.
3). Again as from 2nd June, 1987 all
"safety officer" applications and
renewals must be accompanied by written
answers to the theory exam, in addition
to the completed rating form bearing the
signatures of two safety officers. This
move was designed to try and prevent the
practice of "signing your mates off' (i.e.
assuming the applicant ' knows the

answers and quickly inserting "3" in all
the little boxes on the rating form) .
4). Only those safety officers who
achieve a 100% pass on the theory test
will be eligible to rate other pilots.
Those who score anywhere between 75 %
and 100% will, as well, be appointed as
S.O.s - minus the right to sign rating
forms.
5). All new safety officers will be subject
to a twelve month probationary period.
By the same token, existing S.O.s will be
under scrutiny to ensure that their
responsibilities are being taken
seriously.
That's it for now folks - hope I haven't
harped on too much, but I've been a bit
slack lately (most would agree) and I
thought this would make a fair
contribution.
Until the next ear-bashing,
Bye .......
Peter de Mestre - Secretary
P.S. Just received a letter from D.O.A.
urging us in no uncertain terms to STOP
all aero-towing operations.
The
following is a direct quote from that
letter. "A person who does not carry written
permission of the Secretary of the
Department of Aviation, as stated in
ANR 125(1), may not permit any aerial
towing. Therefore aerial towing of Hang
Gliders by ultra-light/aircraft is clearly
an ILLEGAL OPERATION."

1). During an interval of about six
months, this committee passed
resolutions to suspend three pilots from
flying due to airspace infringements. The
resulting barrage of condemnation from
certain sections of the membership (some
of which remain boldly unfinancial) was
predictable; as was the much greater
measure of support delivered by the
majority.
While it is fair to regard these
happenings as extreme if viewed in the
historical sense, one should really only
consider the current facts and conditions.
Fact one - the relevant incidents took
place at what could be described as our
most sensitive site - Mt. Tamborine. By
sensitive I mean - in danger of being lost.
Fact two - on each occasion D .O.A.
instructed this committee to take the
appropriate punitive action.
This

Rolphus Erroneous attempts a vertical

ta~e

off
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Thanks to some divine inspiration and a
bit of luck we now have an answer-phone
service for weather at Mt. Blackheath .
It will be run on the weekends by local
fledgeling, Sharon, who lives only about
3km from take-off. Information will
include wind direction and speed,
gustiness, cloud coverage and types and a
summary o f the previous day's
conditions . At present this service will
o nly be available to N.B. Club members
and may be extended to all pilots if we
get association funding to cover expenses.
To cope with increased traffic at
Blackheath, we are going to erect a sign
in the parking/setup area. It will give
information on height, rating, conditions,
landing paddock and contact members for
first flighters.
At our June meeting, Chris South gave us
a preview of the new pilot rating system
and shanghaied some volunteers at
different levels of experience to evaluate
the wording of the theory questions.
Finally remember that anyone is
welcome to attend our meetings which
are on the first Tuesday of every month.
They're held at the Dee Why RSL on
Pittwater Road where you can get good
cheap meals and there is also heaps of
booze.

fe w minutes to fill out the form m
t hiS m;l;>.azme send lt to us at th e
.1ddress sho wn . All questIOns ar p
:: ptl,)ll -ll. We will NOT be relat ing
:-l ames to the mformation; we don't
·even mmd if you don't. give us your
, arne.
r·he form was put together by a
·'. roup of co ncer ned VictOria n trike
pilots. The mtention is to unit e
~ rike pilots co untry-wIde and push
~h e Issues peculiar to our aircraft .
~leedless to say, Victoria doesnt have
th e largest number of trike pilots
.md
of
course
we
have
no
•.'retentions to ending up as the body
t hat actually represents you, but
we'll start t he ball rolling NOW,
before It's too late.
.4.s was stated, there's no need to
;o;ive your name and address; they
will not be used. But, If you can,
gi ve us some way of getting
tn formation to you. A post office
box, work address or the name of a
magazine such as Skysailor that you
?e t often will do.

IF YOU CAN, COPY THIS FORM
AND PASS IT ON TO ANY OTHER
TRIKE PILOTS YOU KNOW.
The HRSCRTS report is available
i rom the government printing offIce.

you'd like a copy of the
recommendatIOns, drop a note to the
address on the form. (It's more
than we can publish here, we're only
just making the deadline as it is -I
hope).
If you build your own trike, you
will have to be supervised by
AUF inspectors.
You can't sell your trike unless
it has passed a series of AUF
tests and an AUF inspector has
signed it all off. The tests are in
the AUF operations manual and
they relate exclusively to three
axis aIrcraft!
Your trike must have a minimum
15: 1 glide ratio! It
Ruinous costs: $50 for- a Student
pilot
license,
$35
for
AUF
membership,
$50
for
an
Ultralight Pilot certificate and
$50 to register your trike for 3
years! That's $185!
All kit aircrafts will have to be
shown to meet the standards of
ANO 95.101.
If

It's time trike pilots stood up to be
counted.
With
information
on
numbers of trike pilots there are
and what
sort
of
experience,
aircraft and so on that they have,
we can start representing to the
DoA, AUF or whoever with some real
authority. If we're organised, they
can't ignore us. So PLEASE take a

R. Muller
Prezzo

TRIKE PILOTS!

BLACKHEATH SURVEY UPDATE

You a Trike Pilot? Maybe
not for much longer!

Are

Did you know that the House of
Representatives Standing Committee
on Transport Safety (HRSCRTS)
report reccommends measures that
may make trike flying totally illegal,
even if your air craft IS currently OK
under ANO 95.10?
Some of these mesures incl ud e:

Compulsory
reglstr.ltlOn
,)f
ultrahghts .
An AUF Pilot cert J!'icdti on. (How?
The AUF has no pro vIsi on fo!"
trikes in its Operattons
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A very poor response from pilots who fly there. Many have
said that it is a good idea to hold a survey but only one has
rung and given me information so far. If this survey is to work
it must have information from those who fly there. So if you
have flown there over the last few months, can you ring and
give me some basic information (of course, we all keep log
books, don't we?). I can then go through past newspapers and
collects maps of those days. Hopefully a pattern might start
forming. If you fly there in the future also remember to ring,
the number again (047) 35 3939.
Happy flying
Bruce Mear

We awoke at 5.30am on the 20th May
and proceeded to Sydney to face what
turned out to be quite an action packed
day. First stop was Channel 10 for a
short appearance on 'Good Morning
Australia'. We arrived at the Moyes
factory at 9.30am to be informed by Bill
Moyes that Russ and Rick Duncan had
also been 'booked' to fly two of the Swan
Premium G.T.R.s at Stanwell for the
Daily Telegraph. All of this publicity
was organized by Bill to promote the
Swan Premium World Championships
and apparently it was received well by
the Swan People.
After the action packed start to our day,
we proceeded to the airport. We arrived
at 12.45pm with plenty of time according
to Russell's itinerary, which indicated a
2.05pm departure. Sue Harris (Moyes)
arrived with my ticket at 12.50pm so we
went straight to the Lufthansa counter
only to find that Russell's itinerary was
incorrect and we were indeed to late for
that flite. Sort of a 'better luck next
year' from the chap behind the desk.
After some quick negotiations, we were
allowed to attempt to catch the plane
before it left. After a quick 2km sprint,
we found ourselves at the base of the
steps of the 747 watching the doors
closing. The ground staff radioed up and
to our surprise the doors opened and we
were allowed to board. Thus was the
start of our European Vacation.

We arrived at Munich and were greted
by the hang gliding guru of QLD, Phil
Pritchard. Mark Newland was out
collecting a glider somewhere around the
airport. After finding Mark walking
down the road with Steve Blenkinsop's
Magic on his shoulder, we loaded up the
Mercedes and headed towards Kossen for
the Tyrolean Masters.
The team consisted of: Steve Bienkinsop,
Phil Pritchard, Mark Newland, Carl
Braden, Marie Jeffery, Tony Noud, Rob
Hibbert, Paul Kelly, Rick and Russel
Duncan and of course capitano Drew
Cooper. We also Rad the company of a
few other Aussies ... Muzz, Daniel and
Marie.

We all managed to get a quick 10 minute
sled ride in to test our gliders before the
start of the competition.
The scoring system paid 2 points per Km.
with a set course and a small triangle
with was to be attempted as many times
as possible once the main trinagle was
completed. That is! Fly till you drop!
The scoring also incorporated bonus
points for the official landing area
which varied from 10 points to 25 points
for the Kossen goal landing area.
With the landing bonus in mind and bad
weather ahead, the team embarked on
Captain Drew Cooper's mystery tour of
Northern Austria. This tour included

several landing areas and more
importantly a guided tour of a local
farmers home made Schnapps
plant ..... that's the clear stuff that you
have to throw down because if you drink
it like a regular person, it resembles the
taste of metho!
'Ralph' Blenkinsop
found the whole ordeal quite nauseating.
The weather finally cleared for the first
scheduled days flying which Phil
Pritchard was very 'relieved' to be a
part of!
Day 1 was a 30km triangle for Group A
which resulted in a three way tie for 2
1/2 laps between Rick Duncan, Darren
Arkwright and Olfried Heinelt with 142
points. Carl Braden was sixth for day 1
and Steve Blenkinsop seventh. Group B
had a slightly larger course with Jurga
Martain earning 194 points, Bob Baier
176 points and Daniel Thut 170 points.
Russ Duncan came in 5th and Drew
Cooper 10th for the day. The longer
flights had a duration of 5 to 6 hours.
Day 2 was cancelled, however the
forecast for Day 3 was very good, which
allowed the 'Big One' to be called . This
task involved a triangle over some of the
most beautiful terrain you could ever fly
over. The course was:
launch to
Schmittenhohe-Wildkosell and back to
Kossen, once again to complete the 7km
triangle until you dropped. The total
distance was 140km, with task duration
ranging from 6 - 6 1/2 hours.
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Group A results:
1st Rick Duncan 308 points,
2nd John Pendry 280 points,
3rd Raimund Rud 222 points
Group B results:
Equal 1st: Drew Cooper and Bob Baier
292 points,
3rd Jes Flynn 278 points
The third round proved to be quite a low
scoring round, with 3 rainy days between
the 2nd and 3rd rounds. Group A had
very little change in positions, with
Tony Hughes of Britain winning the day
with 108 pOints. Round 3 turned out to be
the last day of th e preliminaries with
final standing in Group A being:
1st Rick Duncan
2nd Darren Arkwright
3rd Otfried Heinelt
6th Steve B1enkinsop
10th Carl Braden
Group
points
except
points.

B had a bad third round, with 24
being maximum for all pilots
Mark Newland, who scored 84
Final standings for Group B were:

1st Jurga Martain
2nd Bob Baier
3rd Drew Cooper
Ma rk Newland moved up to 6th place
and Russ Duncan to 13th place.
The following day, Monday 1st June, was
to be the first day of the finals, which
included eight Australian pilots, six in
the open section and Tony Noud and
Marie Jeffery qualifying for the finals in
the womens' section. All scores were
normalized and halved prior to the start
of the finals. Unfortunately we had two
more of the 265 days of rain per annum.
The big course was called on Wednesday,
however the longest flight was only
53km by John Pendry, Mark Newland
scored well with 100 points (50km) and
Carl Braden was third for the day, with
97 points . The remainder of the field
scored between 74 points and 26 points.
The 26 points were made up of 8km
distance and 10 bonus landing points,
which was basically a glide over th e
back from launch.
The overall results after the first round
of finals were:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
7th
8th

Jurga Martain (Austria)
John Pendry (England)
Mark Newland
Rick Duncan
Drew Cooper
Carl Braden
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All of the girls scored 26 points by
landing at the Frefendorf landing area.
The next round, Round 2, was delayed for
three days due to bad weather. We were
instru cted to head up to launch on Friday
even though conditions were somewhat
less than ideal for Hang Gliding.
Conditions on the way up the chair lift
were very unpleasant, with a very brisk
wind blowing off the snow. Added to
this we were faced 'Nith Johnny Carr and
some other English chaps, who added to
our discomfort by throwing snowballs at
innocent lift passengers ...... namely
Australians. The day was eventually
called off after numerous snowball
confrontations. Once the day had been
called off, the British were first on the
lift, with the Australians deciding to leg
it down the slope. To our surprise we
caught up with the British team who
were on the lift and we found a nicely
positioned mound having an abundance of
snow . OUr newly acquired mound
positioned us at chair height only meters
of horizontal distance from the passing
British team and whoever else
happened to be on the chair! The
Aussies had the last laugh when the
chair stopped momentarily with Johnny
Carr's chair being right in target range.
The 2nd and final rounds were held on
Saturday and showed some interesting
positional changes. The better flights
were of 40km's with an exceptional
flight, considering the conditions, of
92km by Mats Karlsson of Sweden. This
flight although well done, showed a
deficiency in the two points per
kilometer scoring, as it allowed Mats to
jump from 25th position to 3rd position on
a very unpredictable day.

Rick Duncan

The presentation was held on Sunday
morning, with a seedy bunch of
competitors who had attended the
Kos sen 'Londoner Pub' the previous
evening.
The overall results were:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5tlt
6th
7th
14th
15th

Jurga Martain (Austria)
John Pendry (Britain)
Mats Karlsson (Sweden)
Mark Newland (Australia)
Jes Flynn (Britain)
Carl Braden (Australia)
Rick Duncan (Australia)
Bob Baier (Germany)
Drew Cooper (Australia)
Steve B1enkinsop (Australia)

Jenny Ganderton won the women's section
with Toni Noud and Marie Jeffery coming
4th and 5th, respectively.
Overall the team gained valuable
experience in some quite different flying
conditions, compared to those that some
of us are used to. The Australians did not
take any of the top three positions,
however were victorious by having the
best results for a four man team. The
award of the longest flight of the contest
went to Rick Duncan.
Drew Cooper showed excellent captaincy
qualities and his valuable local
knowledge was certainly helpful
towards the team victory.
Results for the 1987 Region
Championshps at Dunlap California
were:
1st
Rick Duncan
2nd
Howard Osterlund
3rd
Shannon Raby

& Drew

Cooper

2

Warning
design flavv
by the Flying Prawn
A recent event at a beach near Newcastle
which could have had serious
repercussions has prompted me to write
to Skysailor. An accident report is
attached but I feel some background
information is necessary.
I've always considered hang gliders to be
safe, well designed craft. Those reckless
formative years in the seventies aside,
the safety record is quite reasonable . I
personally started hang gliding in 1984.
Perhaps if I relate my experiences up till
a few months ago readers will more fully
appreciate the terror I felt.
I learnt at Kurnell in Sydney, running
down sand dunes and carrying the glider
back up again. Occasionally, when it
was my turn, I ran down with the glider
too. After three days the instructor felt I
had earned my PR1 and I went out and
purchased a beginners glider with a
reputation for stability and forgiveness.
For the next year or so I ran up and down
Kurnell wearing away one dune after
another. The only accident I had,
occurred one Sunday afternoon when I
had suspended my harness from one of
the arms of our Hills hoist so I could lie
in it and sunbake without the ants in the
garden biting me . My fIatmate began to
spin the hoist around and the hook on
the clothesline gave way. From this I
learnt that the ground is the bit that
hurts, so I was careful with my running
after tha t.
I decided to advance my skills and go
after the PR2 rating. To ensure my safety
I moved to Canberra where there is
usually only one instructor (on Sundays).
You are further protected by having all
si tes within 300 kilometres rated at PR3
or4.
My initial assessment of the inherent
safety of the sport was bourne out time
and time again. I racked up thousands of
hours of armchair time reading back
issues of Skysailor and thumbing through
Pagen books, and tens of thousands of

kilometres of cross-country driving with
no injuries . The manufacturer's claims of
stability were tested in Hume Highway
turbulence and in over one thousand rotors
on the Icc side of semi-trailers. Not one
inversion! I've attended meetings and
spoken to hundreds of other owners
without suffering more than a hang over.
(By the way I believe the two terms
"hang glider" and "hang over" have the
same etymology and occupy the same
physical relationship to the owner. This
may explain the attraction I have to
alcohol).
By phoning the Canberra instructor late,
arriving at the wrong pick-up point of
choosing unsuitable weekends I was able
to log 33 minutes in three years. This
consi sted of just under one hundred,
twenty second runs down the Kurnell
dunes.
Feeling cocky at having cheated death
so many times and with a burning desire
to attain my PR2 regardless of risk I
signed up for a towing course. I had
nothing to fear. The safety devices are
ingenious and through a combination of
weak link, leader and wire breaks ,
winch malfunctions and strong thermal
conditions I was able to stand in the one
spot for three out of five days . On those
rare occasions when the safety devices
could not operate quickly enough and I
was actually lifted off the ground
experts guided me to safety via CB radi o
and disaster was averted.

I met a chap on this towin g course who
suggested I come to Mooney Mooney beach
near Newcastle the next weekend as it
was a lovely beach and I"d really enjoy
running down th e hill there.
The next Friday I rang him from
Canberra naturally expecting everything
to be OK but the wind was apparently
perfect and there seemed nothing to stop
us from going. With some trepidation I
drove down to Sydney. Trouble was
averted on Saturday morning when he
rang to say the forecast was unsuitable
and he had to stay in Sydney. My theory
vindicated I set off anyway, secure in the
knowledge that it is a safe sport.
It was hot at the beach so I erected my
glider as I had been taught and climbed
underneath. As the day wore on other
people appeared and set up their gliders
also. As I clipped in and moved over to
the edge, preparing for a good run down
the hill the wind shifted and stiffened.
One of the locals came over to steady the
nose of my glider. I was waiting for the
wind to die down when thi s guy walked
away to talk to my girlfriend. Within
seconds I was running down the hill.

At this point something totally
unexpec ted happened . MY FEET LEFT
THE GROUND I ! I Without warning
the hang glider had lifted me up and left
my legs dangling usel essly. As I was
heading for some dead trees I tucked my
legs up into my harness as I had tha t

Sunday afternoon under the clothesline
so many years before. I was now heading
towards the water so I turned parallel to
the hill. I had anticipated hitting the
ground at this point but to my utter horror
found myself gaining height.

stop press
INTRODUCING Trill

"Shit" I remember thinking, "If I wanted
to fly I'd be wearing Bolle·s".
I gamely fought to regain the Earth and
seek gravity's forgiveness . I twisted and
turned and flew up and down. I tried
hundreds of turns both steep and
shallow; turns that had saved me on the
towing course, but to no avail. Finally
after nearly 90 minutes I managed to
manoeuvre close to the top of the hill
and land at the cleared spot where I had
left my esky.
People crowded around. Was 10K? Was
it bumpy up there? Several other brave
souls who must have leapt to save me
when they saw me leave the ground were
still in the air fighting the same battle I
had.
My girlfriend told me later that as I had
been lifted off the ground someone had
remarked "He's away!"
and these
unsung heroes had raced to their gliders.
A tear had sprung to my girlfriend's eye
and, thinking me lost, she had already
signed the transfer slip for the car and
was arranging with the bloke who had
held my glider earlier to drive her
home. They had almost decided whose
home when I landed nearby.
She then asked me if I knew how I had
looked up there.
"Scared?" I replied.
have another guess.

She suggested I

"Like and eagle?" No.
"Waldo Pepper? The Red Baron?" I
gave up and suggested she tell me what
she thought I looked like.
"A prawn" she said "A flying prawn.
Your harness held your hips up whil~
your head and feet dangled ... "
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PRE E PLIGHT HAS NOW FINISHED TESTING
AND DEVELOPMENT OF A TOTALLY NEW
CONCEPT IN TRIKE DESIGN . THE STORY

& DETAILS IN NEXT MONTHS ISSUE.
STAND BY POR A NEW STATE OP THE ART!
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SCHOOL Of HANG GLIDING

450-2186 & 522-8389
SYDNEY.
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ENTERPRISE WINGS RACER
The past six months since the Mt Buffalo
World Masters have seen the
development of a very high performance
competition oriented glider.
Essentially a refinement of the very
popular "B" series Foil, the "Racer" has
been produced in response to the demands
of those pilots who were looking for even
greater speed and glide. This has been
achieved by :
- a much stiffer leading edge construction
to control outboard flex .
- a low stretch trailing edge band for a
more precise washout line.
- half ribs to ensure optimum camber
definition at speed in the most critical
area of the airfoil.
- The use of airfoil tubing in combination
with the sophisticated low drag fittings
produced by Airwave gliders. They
enable the internalising of the VG cord
and all the wire ends.
- speed wires on all but the lower fore
and aft wires, the lack of PVC covering
again lowering drag.
These features combine to give a glider
with a significantly increased top end,

very good energy re ten tio n and an
outstanding climbing ability.
Importantly the handling has not
suffered; the Racer still retains the
light control pressures and the superb
coordina tion of the standard gliders.
The Racer lacks the responsive feel of
the standards but is not by any means
stiff and as we recommend, it is more
suited to thermal cross country flying.
It is possible to option up a standard

with the performance modification of
the Racer and these have been priced
accordingly.
The sophisticated
appearance options are of course only
available with the Racer.
It is also possible now to choose from four

sizes of Foil as we have successfully
prototyped a 150 and this is now
available.

At present we have just completed the
practical aspects of the Gutesiegal
Certification for the 160 and 170. Upon
completion
of
the
necessary
documentation the DHV will issue us
with our certificate. The 140 and 150
will then be put through the same
procedures to ensure that the whole of
our high performance range is certified to
the internationally recognised standard.
01' EAGLE EYES - flight glasses
These orange lenses are UV and Blue
filtered for enhanced vision in the air.
They are used by top sailplane pilots in
the world as they offer better cloud
definition without destroying depth
perception . They actually emulate
eagles eyes in the light spectrum that
they allow through.
See article in
"Hang Gliding" - Aug 1986. Special
safety frames selected for strength and
protection. Wrap - around frame reduces
"wind-in-the-eyes". CR 39 lenses for
strength and shatter-proof properties.
- Plain optical lenses - $96.00 (incl. P&P)
- Prescription lenses - P.O.A.
- Conventional frame with leather sides
P.O.A.
Available from Denis Cummings (065) 72
4747
and Airspace (Phil Mathewson) (02) 560
8773
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COMPETITION RESUL TS

Carl Braden

2nd
3rd

Swiss Open
German Masters

Jenny Ganderton

2nd
and

Womens World Championships
World Triangle Record

Toni Noud

4th
5th

German Womens Nationals
Womens World Championship

Our recent competition results really do speak for themselves, we would
like to add one thing though.
,
The Foil B-Series is now available in Germany, Austria, Japan, Italy, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom
If that seems a bit far to go you could always try your locally approved
agent.
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THE STANMELL

IF
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MEATHER

SERVICE
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LIVE IN SYDNE Y O~ WOLLONGDNG [02 O ~ 842) YO U ARE
A ~2_00 LEVY FOR THI~ ~rR V I C E _ NSWHGA WO ULD LI ~ E
TO KNOW WHETHER THIS SER V ICE IS OF V AL UE .

CHA~GED

Contact NSWH6A •..• let us know if it i s wo r t h co n ti nu i n g.
SPORTS HOUSE, SUITE 508, 157 6LOUCESTER 5 7 5 '(DN£) , 2 0 ,)0
02 251 2 70 4
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VICTORIA
SKYTREK GYRO 180 (PR1) Very good
condition with low hours. Black leading
edge, rainbow upper surface with yellow
trailing edge. Comes with cocoon harness
and helmet - $1,100
BALL 652 INSTRUMENT POD
(Altimeter, Vario, A.5.!.) Excellent
condition - unused - $750
MOYES POD HARNESS, two tone black
and silver. Used 3 times . Excellent
condition - $400
Phone: Mike Fuery (03) 491785
MOYES MARS 190 (PR1) Red leading
edge, white main sail, flies very well,
swivel cross bar, batten profile, only 42
hrs since new, can assist with delivery to
Adelaide, Sydney and Canberra areas $1,150. Phone: Steve (03) 736 1780
NEW SOUTH WALES
VARIO - digital altimeter, latest L.
Ruddock model, many features . Fully
adjustable
audio
thresholds,
round/airfoil upright lamp - $650 o.n.o.
Phone: William (02) 665 7314
MARS 170 (PR1), 1986 model. Black
leading edge, red main sail, gold T /E,
same U/S, very outstanding colour
scheme, excellent condition. Manual and
batten profile - $1,200 Phone: Wally
B.H. 698 7474 A.H. 958 1306
SWIFT 170 (PR3) Excellent condition.
Tight sail, Red, orange, gold. Must sell owner going overseas - $500 ono.
Phone: Peter Meredith B.H. (02) 450
2344 A.H. (02) 959 5742
M-If.\; 170 (PRJ'! C,~eeN J. f..Jhift
FL YS 'We.i/ f 8 .00 0";0
PAone . /(e,v (o')65//3OJf
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SABRE 177 (PR3) V.B., int. battens as
new, speed bar, white, blue U/S, artwork
sewn in - $1,200
KELLER pod harness and chute - $600
BALL vario, digital altimeter - $650
Cocoon harness - $120
All articles as new. Phone: Stephen (02)
5207895

FOIL 160B (PR3) Immaculate condition
with only 25 hours airtime. This glider
would well suit new glider buyer who
doesn't mind saving $1,000.00! All
dacron sail sewn by Kevin Mitchell. Red
L/E, green and gold undersurface. Airfoil
kingpost, speedbar and VB. Fitten witr
custom made padding from day 1 and
complete with waterproof Magic stylE
GTR 162 (PR3) speedbar airfoil uprights glider bag - $2,200
and king post, in excellent condition, Phone: Ian Hird (066) 847328
colours L/E -lime green, mid upper - sky
blue, lower - yellow. White trailing MARS 170 (PRl) Complete with batter
edge. Batten profile and handbook . profile, manual, and apron harness. OnE
Would consider swap for GTR 175 in owner, very good condition - $1,200
Phone: NeviIle Sweet B.H. (042) 272 52~
similar condition, otherwise $1,900
A.H. (042) 297 841
Phone: Ian Hird (066) 847328
12 YEARS OF HANG GLIDING
HISTORY!
Due to shortage of space, I am parting
with most of my "Skysailor" collection
which begins with No . 7 (September
1975). Al together I have 100 copies of
"Skysailor" and "Airwaves" (when it
was a separate magazine). Phone me and
make an offer for one or more issues.
Phone: Martyn A.H. (02) 398 1902 B.H.
(02) 290 3066

COASTAL TOURER (PR1, PR3) 17
Black, burnt orange, yellow sail. Nea
new condition. Ideal first kite and haVE
priced at $1,100 for sale. Can deliver 0 1
arrange fly.
Phone: Steven (049) 59 3507

MARS 170 (PRJ) 1986 model. Black LIE
red main sail, gold T Ie, same colour U/S
very outstanding colour scheme
Excellent condition. Manual plus batte!
profile - $1,300.
Phone: Wally B.H. 698 7474 A.H. 95.
1306

AIRBORNE TRIKE (TWO PLACE)
Rotax 447, as new, includes Tacho,
Strobe, 12 volt regulator/rectifier,
battery , 6" wide wheels, training FOIL 160B (PR3). Speed bar, airfoile.
controls - this machine is teamed with a uprights and k/post. Yellow and ligr
170 (two place) "Arrow" wing ... blue U/S. Yellow tempercote L/E
complete with fully enclosed caravan Competition trim. Need to sell to get m:
type trailor, heaps of room for trike and 150B racer so will listen to offers. $220,
camping - $9000 ono.
ono.
Phone: Tom (043) 843 734
2 BODY BAG HARNESSES as ne"

medium size. One red, one gold. $295
each.
Phone Phil 02 560 8773

LOST
In the park at Stan well, a black denim
jacket.
Phone: Geoff (02) 909 1756

AIRBORNE
WINDSPORTS
HAND FAIRINGS

standard
map holder opTion
post and p ack

$30
$35
$3

LOST OR STOLEN
As I took of Stanwell Park on Sunday,
14th June, my glider ties, padding and
harness bag fell out of my harness up near
East take off next to "danger glider's"
landing sign. Anyone who may have
picked these up please notify Bernard
O'Reilly on (046) 25 5158.
• as used b y the Australia') team ,n ~l;'ope 87
• De a lers inq. invited

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
WANTED - Cocoon Harness (6FT) and
parachute
Phone: Fritz (09) 458 6816

280 Charlestown Road
CHARLESTOWN 2290
Ph. (049) 439599

QUEENSLAND
PROBE II 175 (PR3). Red LIE and U/S,
white mainsail, low hours, tight and
well maintained, VGe. Priced to sell at
only $650.00.
Phone: Ken Lilley (07) 351 1278
165 FOIL fully faired clean sail, a real
performer (getting a new one) - $1,700
Phone: Mike A.H. (07) 814 3044
MAGIC IV 166 (PR3) all heavy dacron
sail. 80 hrs old. Excellent condition. Red
L/E, blue/yellow under surface - $2,000
Phone: Tim B.H. (07) 205 3985 A.H (07)
8881199
VISION (PR2) Red, blue and white sail,
good condition. Excellent learners glider
from the beginnings of coastal soaring
right through to inland thermaling and
cross country - $1,400
Phone: Peter B.H. (07) 268 4655 A.H.
(07) 289 8144
GT170 (PR3) Blue L/E, Yellow U/S,
excellent flying trim. Some battle scars$800. Phone: (07) 2875914
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
KELLER POD 170cm-190cm (PRl) . The
ultimate pod harness scotchguarded from
new, very little markings to show it's not
new.
Phone: Birgit Svens (08) 277 5435

MAGIV IV 155B Half Race ' (PR3) .
Intermediate battens in top surface. 4.4oz
mainbody sail. Unmarked mylar L/E
and nose fairing. Tip fairings . Speed bar
V.B. Aerofoil uprights and kingpost,
spare upright. This glider is in faultless
condition, would definitely suit new
glider buyer (cost $3,600 plus).
This
glider - $2,700.
Phone: Dermot Meaney (08) 277 5435
FOIL 160B (PR3) Red LIE, gold and
yellow U/S, white sail. 20hrs only.
Excellent condition. Speed bar, airfoil
uprights and K/p - $2,300 o.n.o.
Phone: Gary (08) 381 6732
GTR 175 (PR3) Blue/white/rainbow,
flies well, faired Kp. uprights, speedbar.
Double connection - $1,500
Phone: Bill (08) 270 2031

PROST AR II 160 (PR3) As new condition.
Made in USA and U.S.H.G.M.A .
certified. Double surface glider, white
with red undersurface. Easy handling,
excellent glide. Must sell - $500 o.b.o .
(All offers considered)
Phone: Colin Hansen A.H. (08) 276 8593
B.H. (08) 228 5946
MARS 170 (PR1) with apron harness.
Excellent condition. 20 months old . Red,
yellow and white - $1 ,100.
MAGIC III 177 (PR3) White with red
undersurface, standard cloth, one owner,
skies out - $1,600 o.b.o.
MOYES pod harness with parachute and
helmet. Harness black with coloured
stripe. All as new . Owner giving up
flying.
Phone: Peter Hirst A.H. (08) 298 5134
B.H. (08) 271 1644
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Easy!
The benefits of the New Moyes MISSION
can be summed up in one word, EASY!

and for the advanced pilot, who wants to have it easy all rounc
without appreciable loss of performance.

EASY to launch because the Mission with its positive handling

EASY to land, due to very low stall speed and excellent flai
authority across the full recommended wing loading range.
EASY on the pocket, an affordable price due to good desigl
and lighter state of the art materials.

at lower air speed has maximum control and safety.

EASY to fly, because of light handling and an amazing glide and
speed range. The Mission also has a quicker roll response for
easy thermalling. The sink rate is incredible and will leave you
easily at the top of the stack.

EASE yourself into the new Moyes Mission.

EASY transition. For the recreational and intermediate pilot, the

SPECIFICATIONS: Model 170, Area 170.7 sq. ft.,
Nose Angle 122, Aspect Ratio 5.74, Pilot Weight 130·210 lbs.

Mission eliminates the big step to the hot competition models

Span 31'4", Glider Weight (with bag) 661bs.

Moyes California
22021 Covello St., Canoga Park California 91303,
Tel: (818) 887·3361 FAX: (818) 702·0612
Moyes Delta Gliders PlL.,
173 Bronte Road, WAVERLEY. 2024 N.S.w. Australia ,
Tel: (02) 387 ·5114, FAX: (02) 387·4472 TELEX: AA 121822 SY3246

